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THE ('h DOOR 1.1)(:t"A'1ION CENIER
PLAI1NI%t, PROJECT REPOR I'

'APR i 2 1987

This report is intended to be a refleCt-or of the several processes,

aspects''and outcomes of the planning project. Using the objectives listed

in the original proposalas frame of reference for the entire study, an

attempt was made to pursue each objective as, far_ as possible within the

short period of time available.

Since outdoor education is in many ways quite innovative to the

educational effort in New Mexico, it was felt that perhaps a be-laboring

of theory or an instance of becoming very specific here and there was

justifiable.

Enthusiasm and cooperation among those individuals and organizaq9ns

contacted in connection with the project has been commendable. Season of

the year as well as :pan of time have limited contacts to somewhat short

of ideal. However, a great deal of intercommunication has occurred among

personnel from all cooperating departments, agencies and organizations.

It is with appreCiation and optimism that this report is submitted

for consideration by Albuquerque Public Schools and others having an

interest in outdoor education programs.

Lloyd Cockrell
Planning Project Director
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OUTDOOR EDUCATION --A POINT OF VIEW

Essential in the early stages of planning an outdoor education center

is the consideration of the characteristics of outdoor education. What are

the purposes for having an outdoor school? How can outdoor experiences be

effectively integrated into the on-going curriculum? The general consensus

is that outdoor education is basically the kind of quality education that

has been advocated for some time, yet has only been-able to exist in rare

instances. In light of man's need for understanding his relationship with

man, self, and environment, the abfrity to make such relationships meaning-

ful to youth is basic in the development of an enlightened citizenry. In

this sense, outdoor education offers one approach to fulfilling the -ob-

jectives of general education.

Outdoor eddcation, with no claim to a separate -b=ody of subject-Matter

or discipline, dramatically emphasizes the effective utilization of the out-

door setting as a means of curriculum enrichment. Thus outdoor education. .WNO

might very well be considered as another resource for helping ffiaki learning

ti re personally meaningful in `the total continuum of planned learning ex-

periences provided by the school.

Direct involvement in the natural-Setting brings to the learning

situation all five, of the senses that we generally think of as the-avenues

for a rich experiential base on which to build conceptual development and

affective awarenesses. We know very well that all learning has its basis

in experience gained through the senses and that the more senses we-can in-

volve in the learning process, the_ more efficient, and the_more permanent

the learning will be. When we are able to bring to the learning situation

the senses of touch, smell, and taste, as well as sight and sound, we are

able to make more meaningful the concepts we are attempting to teach. Out-

"door education emphasizes the use of all these senses, exposing the-learner

to concrete reality in the context of real situations, or_as near as we can

make them real. Here, a student finds himself considerably more motivated

to carry on with his study as a result of direct contact-with the situation

in which he is working.

The outdoor setting provides a learning climate in which youngsters

can find the subject matter' "more or Tess in its original condition, in that

context where it belongs whenever they begin to examine and relate it to the

total environmental picture.

the _purpose of the outdoor school-is to provide enriching experiences

which can not be structured or furnished-for_the_student within the confines

of the regular classroom. It does not seek to duplicate nor replace any

part of the regular classroom program. A majOr emphasis in the outdoor

education thesis centers around the problem solving approach. ,Jey elements

in this approach are: ,(l) involving the student in formulating questions he

might have about areas of concern, (2) hypothesizing or speculating as to

what he thinks the answers might be, (3) gathering pertinent information,

(4) and then following up with an investigation. La this process, the

teacher plays a role of providing encouragement, guidance, and assistance

as needed. Once the student is able to arrive at .tentative conclusions,

he will have progressed in strengthening and deepening concepts and general-



izations which he will be able to fit into previous learning and transfer,

to new or similar situations.

There is in this description of an approach to teaching in the outdoors

a similarity to the scientific method, usually made up of these steps:

1. Identifications of the problem

2. Hypothesizing as to what might be the solution

3. Data gathering
4, _Testing the original:hypothesis

5. Reaching conclusions

1

It is generally recognized by psychologists and learning theorists that this

is a very_efficient method to employ for certain kinds of learnings to occur.

One of the difficulties encountered in typical classroom instruction is

that the youngster is not able to integrate new information and concepts into

-previous knowledge because his previous knowledge does not have _a strong enough

lx.:sis in concrete experiences. Because of his lack of concrete experiences the

original concepts are too vague 'to be related closely and correctly with the

new knowledge. Thus the relationship becomes weaker and weaker until finally

'the youngster finds himself in the poSition of attempting to memorize, simply

because he has nothing to which to attach his knowledge. The student's capac-

ity to memorize is limited and he soon_finds himself frustrated, because he

cannot remember all the things that he is expected to know. This is the

reasoning behind the statement that the student is motivated by the use of

the outdoor classroom,
--

Probably more than ever before he is able to relate-one concept to an-

other or one bit of knowledge to another. And for the first time in many

cases he begins to find satisfaction in the formal educational process. In

some instances a child comes to see himself as a learner In a situation where

learning can be a pleasant and meaningful experience. He loses part of the

reluctance that he had to participate in classroom experiences. : Whether the

student falls into the category of non-motivated, slow-learner, or other con-

ditions that detract from school success, there are some obvious advantages

to this kind of approach in structuring a learning situation.

As a result of discussions with different people who have given some

thought to planning an outdoor-school for the Albuquerque area, several kinds

of outdoor experiences have been identified. Such experiences could be placed

in separate categories and given priority ratings in terms of long range develop-

ment. It is hoped that definition in this way will help when the time comes

to implement the outdoor education program.

The first category identified involves an integrated experience living

in a natural setting and might be called resident outdoor education. This

usually consists of taking an entire class of students and their teacher from

a self contained classroom to he outdoor center for an entire week of study.

This is an approach which some school systems have found to be most beneficial

in meeting some of the needs of their community. They feel that through this

apprtach they get more results for the time, effort and cost that goes into

an outdoor school. The assumption is that resident outdoor education can be-



come, a permanent part of the outdoor facility that is being planned.

LA second category includes "short stay" experiences. These include all

day trips, field trips, and other miscellaneous activities such as individual

research investigations, work projects, and club activities which might be con-

sidered as an integral part of the academic program. These experiences are

closely connected with, or complementary to the regular school curriculum.

Two advantages in structuring these outdoor learnings are: (1) minimum cost

to the student and (2) the fact that no overnight provisionS are needed. Trans-

-pOrtationy-teaehIng-mate-rials-and-instruction would_be_the_main_item_of_cost

to the school system. It is hoped that these things can be made available to

teachers within the area vho desire to take advantage of such experiences at

various times throughout the year.

The third category might include experiences not directly associated with

academic studies. Such recreational experiences might include weekend outings,

overnight campouts, meetings of various interest groups, and a summer program

which could operate as a recreation oriented activity. Summer session classes

--might also take advantage of the outdoor facility.

iThe fourth category which it is hoped can be developed in the planning of

the outdoor education center is in the area of cultural and aesthetic enrich-

ment programs. A tract of land on the site could be developed which would be

a suitable setting for performances in music, dance, drama, and other events

of this nature.

It would be desirable to plan eventually for providing a broad and com-

prehensive program of outdoor education. In considering the possibilities for

determining direction and priority it should be kept in mind that outdoor ed-

ucation programs can make their greatest contribution to the over-all school

programs when they

1. Enrich and supplement the regular curriculum.

2. Stress pupil participation at every pOssible opportunity in planning,

executing and evaluating.

3. Permit pupils to work in an atmosphere of flexibility and informality

with a minimum of pressureand unnecessary rigid structuring of

activities.

4. Are active, doing programs involving as many of the senses as possible.

5. Integrate knowledge, relating one area of school curriculum to the

other areas.

6. Afford learning situations which would not ordinary be available

through other means.
Jr

7. Emphasize concepts, generalizations, and cause-effect relationships

above identification and memorization.

8. Emphasize observation, investigation and-speculation as a means to

verification and generalization in all possible learning experiences

(scientific method).

9. Motivate students through experiences, questions and discussions to

discover for themselves the function and relationship of the thing

being studied.
a

10.' Do knot provide ready made answers for questions which have not occurred

to the pupils.

A



11. Have a strong, positive emotional impact on pupils, inculcating in
them humility and aesthetic appreciations for the wonders in nature
and for close interpersonal relationships.

12. Place before pupils problems that are pertinent to their physical and
psychological needs, allowing pupils to assume responsibility for so-
lutions in proportion to the maturity of the pupils.

13. Emphasize use of natural surroundings and materials indigenous to the
area.

In spite of the growth in outdoor education over a period of_the past
fifteen years, and in spite of considerable descriptive material's that are
available explaining programs in outdoor education, there still exists a
great lack of understanding about how outdoor-education can be used to the
advantage of the school and student. The responsibility to carefully weigh
the implications of adapting any or all of an outdoor program cannot be overly
stressed.

Resident outdoor education will involve a great complexity of organi-
zation, programing, and logistics. Also, staffing and capital outlay will
have to be dealt with in bringing such a program to fruition. Therefore, it
might be well to discuss in some detail a few of the basic considerations that
need to be examined in determining the direction that this phase of the out
door center's program might take.

There are two approaches which might be described as the two extremes, no
doubt separated by a difference in philosophy underlying each approach. One has
been described as school centered approach to resident outdoor education. The
other has been described as the camp centered approach. While this gives some
clue to the difference between the two, further description may help to clarify
this difference. Under the school centered approach, these five statements
may be of some help.

1. Resident experiences are evaluated on their contribution to the work
of the classroom.

2. Experiences are planned in the classroom. Practical applications
are possible at the center so the experiences are more meaningful.

3. The program is centered around activities in mathematics, science,
English, art, and other classroom subjects of the school. Time is

given to recreational activities but this is not stressed.
4. The classroom.teacher is the key person in developing the program

with the help of resource persons in much the same manner as the
resource person is brought into the classroom.

5. Pupils are housed in comfortable cabins and their food is prepared
by hired personnel. Occasional cook-outs give limited experiences
in living in the open but this aspect of the program is not considered
highly important.

These five statements describe the camp centered approach.

1. Campidt experiences supplement the school curriculum with new and
different experidnces which are not directly connected with the class-
room work.



2. The experiences are not planned to bring out specific learnings,
but valuable concepts are gained by incidental experiences.

3. Recreation type activities dominate the program with nature study
groups, craft groups, and other activities which contribute to
academic learnings but are not named to parallel the course offered
in the school.

4. A trained staff in outdoor education operates the program with the
pupils and teachers participating

5. Much time is devoted to living. Primitive living, including out-of-
door cooking and building shelters, takes a large portion of the time.
One of the major objectives of the camping experiences is recapturing
-some of the aspects of our pioneer ancestry.*

From these descriptive statements can be seen obvious differences in the
manner in which a program could be carried on These differences are very
si8mificent in terms of staffing, both for professional teaching staff and
the non teaching staff of an outdoor education center. The duties of these
people would differ depending upon the approach taken. iso facilities needed
would differ markedly for each approach. Its not suggested that either one
of these so-called extreme approaches is better than the other. Generally,
schools assume a position somewhere between the two approaches. Regardless
of which approach, or what combination of the two approaches is used, the
learning experiences are still quite valuable. However, it is felt that a
large"proportion of students in this area might have had an opportunity to
participate in some of the more camp-oriented or camp-centered activities
and might therefore benefit more from a school-centered approach. Also, it
can be said that the school-centered approach has somewhat more appeal to the

___ average_ _taxpayer ,

*Adapted from William H. Freeberg, and Loren E. Taylor, Philosophy of Outdoor
Education, Minneapolis: Burgess Publishing Company, 1961. p. 196



PROGRAM

Curriculum

An outdoor center is unique in its ability to provide for a range of

study activities. The vast natural setting is essentially the curriculum

of the centei, always available for discovery and exploration. From carefully

developed plans and objectives emanating in the classroom, students and teacher

embark on an adventure into the "outdoor classroom". Following this direct

involvement of the group in the outdoors, the search for gaining meaning

continues at the center as sensory experience becomes the motivation and guide

to-investigative-activity. --This .turn, .provides_ diiection for,further _study_ _

back in the classroom where appropriate means are employed to evaluate, early--

on and expand learning. Thus, the outdoor experience: grows out of the class-

room and leads back to the classroom as an integral part of the school program.

It becomes apparent then that the key professional person' involved in outdoor

education is the classroom teacher, assisted by seecialized personnel.*:)

This conceptualization of an outdoor education program can be outlined

as follows:

Objective:

Planning:

Initial
Process:

To develop an understanding of man's relationship to man, self,

and his environment.

Initiated in the classroom through pupil-teacher interaction to

determine reasons for going to the center.

Direct involvement in the out-of-do6ts

A. Curiosity, adventure, uniqueness
B. Sensory, kinesthetic,- feeling, awareness

C. Inquiry, exploration, questioning
D. Wholeness, context, relationships

Investigative Continuation of the learning process growing out off'direct

Activities: experience out-of-doors:

EXPRESSIVE IffTERPRETIVE SYMBOLIC CONFRONTIVE

Art. Experiment Reading Sharing

Crafts Micronobserva- Viewing Reporting

Photography tion Listening Verbalizing

Dance Identify Writing Discussing

Games Classify Evaluating

Music Manipulate

Creative
writing

Dramatics

Follow -up: Taking back to the classroom elements of the experience for

further study.

Outcomes: Interrelated development and growth
A. Cognitive

B. Affective
C. Psychb-motor

D. Social-emotional '1

- 6 -



than it would appear from first glance. Ratios, areas, volumes and linear
measurement offer greater than usual advantage to set up problems dealing
with-outdoormateriais-. Earth-sun relationship include many- concepts which
are often hazy and vague for pUpils.

These concepts, can be dlarifled and strengthened by adequately guided
study in the outdoors; For instance, the problem of constructing an accurate
sundial, when solved, cannot help but leave the learner with _a good many worth-

- while mathematical understandings.

MEASURING OFFIAN ACRE
Pertinent Areas - Arithmetic
,Learning' to-be derived from the activity,

Cognitive: Area in squarefeet` (factuatinformaltion) gain
frame of reference for estimation of areas, dimensions
Of acre of specific shape, how to measure distances,
square root and its use

Psychomotor: Adjusting pace-to uniform length
Improved computational skills

Aff e_ctive,; _Improved_at titude toward_ ithme tic _arid_ how to aRply it

Procedure: 'Assign groups of 3-5 pupils a problem of laying out and
marking one acre, Demonstrate and practice stepping until
pupils develop ability to pace distance accurately and to
estimate distances.

SOITM questions_to'be answered - How big is an acre? What is the shape of an
acre? Can an acre have more than one shape? How would you lay out an acre
in the shape of a square? How does area differ from distance?

Materials Needed: Some measuring device - tape or yardstick and string -
reference books with area of acre and other information pertinent to the pro-
blem.

Evaluation: Cognitive; testing where appropriate - transfer of concepts ?.
Psychomotor: Observation_and_testing_=_abx_well do- -they -estimate?

Affective: Observation now and in following lessons. Do they see
mere value in arithmetic? More interested?

Arts and Crafts

The arts and crafts comprise a category which includessomanyactivities
as to render inadequate any discussion pertaining to them. The-outdoor school
affords the inspirational and emotional atmosphere conducive to high quality
performance and satisfying experience in the arts. -Whether it be painting or
photography, adequate subjects are available to challenge the artist.

The greatest gains in crafts are to be .made from making use of available
materials for creative projects. It is suggested that while some man-made
materials will be necessary to supplement the natural materials, too much use
of man-made arts and crafts materials will constitute or border on duplication
of arts and crafts projects from the home school. The rule to guide this pro=,---

gram should suggest maximum utilizationof local natural materials and minimum

- 10-



not permit the preparation of detailed plans for all levels and areas. Iti;

is- hoped -that those included in this report will provide iiifficietii direction

for personnel involved to continue with a reasonable degree of confidence.

Language Arts

Some of the most productive language arts activities growing out of out-

.door education are creative writing and oral expression. The point to remember

is that effective verbal expression must. grow out of an experience. Until the

person has had basic experiences from -which to draw ideas, he has nothing to

express. No wonder the poor scholar couldn't get going on "What a daffodil

thinks of spring".
4

Descriptive writing may be the beginning place for many pupils. Topics

such as "How do yout feelings change when you are around the campfire?", or

"What have you liked or disl4ed most during our stay at the outdoor school?"

are possibilities. t
Vocabulary building will be rather automatic, but a reasonable degree of-

.mote-taking and list- keeping might be advisable to aid-in this. Sharing of

>
experiences and prdduction of Skits are naturals for translating and reinforcing

learning. .. .

.

Social Sciences

For instructional purpOses it might be said that conservation education.

can be divided into two bro'dd categories, consisting of social science as one

and the natural and physical sciences as another. The "why"'of conservation

constitutes' social.studies. A study o? the problems and needs relating to '

conservation is essential to the understanding we want learners to have. How-

ever, the job is not complete Until the learner has amwered for himself these

questions. What can be done about conservation? How do I go about doing

these things? The "how, to do it" leads directly into the natural and physical

sciences, and a good deal of knowledge in these areas is prerequisite to

effective contributionsinconservAtion.

In endeavoring to promote problem-solving ability and critical thought

patterns through social studies, a short: sample plan is offered:

RUINS INVESTIGATION
Pertinent Areas - Social Science
Learning to be derived from the experience

Cognitive: History of the local area
Sources 'of water, food, and shelter for early inhabitants

of- the area (both Indians and pioneers)

Comp4rison'of past to present conditions

Psychomotor: Skill in critical thinking
Skill in self-expression

Affective: Attitude of critical thought
Appreciation for hardships borne by past generations

Appreciation for convenience of the present



Procedure: Without disturbing the ruin to the disadvantage of
succeeding ,classes,-have pupils speculate on the_

following "questions.

Questions to be answered - Who might have built the structure originally?

What could have been the purpose for, the person's being here? Why was the

structure not built fram,some other material? Why was it located where it is?

How long ago do you think it was built? What would have 'Veen used for warming

the structure-? For lighting?

Have pupils check speCulations against references.to mold thinking into a real-

istic pattern. -Many of the answers to questions Will not be available.

Evaluation:- Cognitive: Can be tied in well with language arts (Creative
writihg): Pupils could describe life here'at the time the
structure was built, or could write a short story as astake-

off from a beginning furnished by the teacher:
Affective: 'Evaluate long-range performance and attituae in social

science.

Study of land forms which are available on the site can reinforce and

clarify for_, pupils concepts to which they may have been exposed previously.

,____ttudies_co.ncerning _water_suppiy,,_ garbage_ and_sewage disposal are more effective

where small scale operations are available for inspection, as they would be at

the _outdo-Or school.

Music

It would be unrealistic to pretend that the outdoors has no vith-re.,-

gard to the teachingand-enhancementof music. It would alsa_be unrealistic ,

to say that the outdoors-does-not-offer opportunities and circumstances'which

can render considerable support tosa music program. The greatest contribution
the outdoor environment.makes to music and other similar arts is that of pro-

viding a proper atmosphere. Situations can be structured in which participants

are emotionally moved to sing. The person who has no inclinatioriEfo sing when

he is in the dark alone, probably will be eager to join in group singing-around

the campfire. Recognition and use of the emotion-influencing possibilities
of outdoor-educ at ion- is another- example- of t ing-ln to practice what tskitowii-

to psycholagical.research about efficient and permanent learning. The skillful

leader can manipulate circumstances within the outdoor environment to produce

a lasting positive emotional impact upon people involved.

Such activities as construction of primitive musical instruments can com-
bine arts and crafts with music, but for purposes of education of present day

youngsters, the value in such activities would lie-largely in the craftS.

Listening to. bird calls and -setting them to music provides a problem-

--solving approach to music instruction, but-again, the value is limited somewhat

by how the birds cooperate in sitting, still and singing." Ingenious teachers

will find many other ways to utilize 'the out-of-doors to eyance 'music programis.

Mathematics

`-The-.--field of--mathematics has greater-pdadibilities for outdoor teaching

t.
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than it would appear from first glance. Ratios, areas, volumes and linear
measurement offer greater than usual advantage to set up problems dealing
with outdoor-materials. Earth-sun relationship include many concepts which
are often hazy and vague for pupils.

These concepts can be clarified and strengthened by adequately guided
study in the outdoors*, For instance, the problem of constructing an accurate
sundial, when solved, cannot help but leave the learner with a good many worth-

- while mathematical understandings.

MEASURING OFFAN ACRE
,

Pertinent Areas - Arithmetic
,Learning to-be derived from the activity-

Cognitive: Area in square-feet (Lactuat-tnfarmatton), gain
frame of reference for estimation .of are_as, dimensions
of acre of specific shape, how to measure distances,
square root and its use

Psychomotor: Adjusting pace:to uniform length
Improved computational skills

Affective_:__ Impromed_attitude toward_ arithmetic _add _how to apply it
Procedure: 'Assign groups of 3-5 pupils a problem of laying out and

marking one acre, Demonstrate and practice stepping until
pupils develop ability- to pace distance accurately and to
estimate distances.

Some questions to'be answered - How big is an acre? What is the shape of an
acre? Can an acre have more than one shape? How would you lay out an acre
in the shape of a square? How does area differ from distance?

Materials Needed: Some measuring device - tape or yardstick and string -
reference books with area of acre and other information pertinent to the pro-
-blem.

Evaluation: Cognitive; testing where appropriate - transfer of concepts?
Psychomotor: Observation_and_testing_=_haw_well do-they-estimate?

Affective: Observation now and in follawing lessons. Do the_ y see

mere value in arithmetic? More interested?

Arts and Crafts

The arts and crafts comprise a category which includes-so-many-activities
as to render inadequate any discussion pertaining to them. The-outdoor school
affords the inspirational and emotional atmosphere conducive to high quality
performance- and satisfying experience in' the arts. -Whether it be painting or
photography, adequate subjects are available -to challenge the artist.

The greatest gains in crafts -are to be made from making use of available

materials for creative projects. It is suggested that while some man-made
materials will be necessary to supplement the natural materials, too much use
of man-made arts and crafts materials will constitute or border on duplication
of arts and crafts projects from the home school. The rule to guide this pro-
gram should suggest maximum utilization.of local natural materials and minimum

- 10-



utilization of man-made materials.

Some programs do bring in natural clay from deposits whith-are not found---

in the immediate area. The value of doing so certainly outweighs any objection

to importing supplies.

A great deal of printed material is available which will aid teachers in

teaching arts and crafts in the outdoor setting. One valuable reference is

Creative Nature Crafts, by" R. 0. Bale, published by Burgess Publishing Company,

Minneapolis, Minnesota.

WOODBURNING WITH GLASS LENS
Pertinent Areas - Physics, Art
Learning to be derived from the activity

Cognitive: Light refraction, solar heat, properties of materials

(wood, glass)

Psychomotor: Designihg, following pattern

,Affective: Appreciation for sunlight, wood, art

Pride in workmanship
Procedure: Have the pupil trace a pattern or outline on a wood surface.

Flowers, animals, or his 'own name_should hold interest for

--him.- Have pupil-use_hand_lens _to concentrate light _and ~heat_

to burn wood.

r--

Questions to be answered - What causes the, light to--be -- concentrated in a small

area? What are the properties of the glass that make it possible? Are there

other-materials that could be used to refratt light? What is -the difference

between refraction and reflection? How is a solar stove made? Upon what

principles does a solar stove operate?

Materials needed:

Evaluation:

hand lenses, wood, books of references concerning refraction.

Cognitive: How much trahsfer of concepts to new problems?

Testing on factual information
Psychomotor: Neatness

Affective: By observation of increased interest, and

number of questions growing out of the activity.

Physical .Education

There lies within the area of physical education a range of excellent a-

vailable dRiTertdncep which can be called outdoor education. There are about

as many ideas as there are educators about the proper combination of physical

education experiences for use in an outdoor school. When the terms of health,

physical edUcation, and recreation are included, the possibilities'for outdoor

education are expanded almost beyond comprehension. The most obvious reason

for confusion here is that most of the learning experiences in outdoor education

include a certain amount of physical activity. Thus, the need for specially

structured physicals activities is reduced accordingly.

Any number of activities within a tremendous range can -.be, appropriate for

including in the outdoor school curriculum. However, the inclusion or exclu-

sion of certain activities should be made easier by referring to a rule of

C,vimb which essentially says, "If it can be done as well or better back at the
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home school, it probably should not be done at the outdoor school." This

would be in keeping with the attempt to provide experiences at the outdoor

school which would not be duplications of those available at the home school.

All activities should be related to regular -school, but should not be dupli-

cation of regular school, which actually makes the outdoor education, program

one of enrichment, rather than one of replacement:-

Natural and Physical Sciences

Because the curricular connections between the outdoors and the sciences

are so obvious, this area probably needs less emphasis than any other in ex-

planation and suggestions for implementation. The transition, from classroom

to outdoor laboratory will be such a radical change for teachers that most

will feel some insecurity in the process. Hopefully, the limited suggestions

included will help the teachers to gain additional insights into outdoor teach-

ing in the sciences.

The guiding principles for outdoor Science are those which emphasize gen-

eralizations above factual knowledge,--It-is important to realize that facts

are important,in that, they provide a-basis--for generalizations, but unless

they can be msed to fori-keneral"principles, they,have little or no value.

For instance, it is possible to teach- -a- -pupil that the barometric pressure

varies inversely with the altitude - as the altitude goes up, the, barometric

presbure goes down.

Individual specific readings_of_barometric pressure would have no sig-

nificance except as they can be used to generalize or make rules which can,be

applied to similar problems: This can be related verbally to the pupil, in

which case it-is to him a vague generalization. He may or may-not be able to

transfer this generalization to new problems, depending upon just how. vague

it

The outdoor education approach to teaching this concept would be, to have

the ,pupil investigate a problem in which he' would need to determine q'ts

,and generalize from them. If a pupil should successfully estimate tl* 'differ-

ence in altitude between locations at the weather station and'at theYsprIng by

measuring the barometric pressure at each-of the locations,Ile cannot escape

having mastered the relationship between altitude and air pressure. From the

same problem could comera consideration of how temperature fits into the

problem. Here the pupil is actually masteringconcepts which are usually

offered in chemistry at high school or college level.

Other more specific examples of utilizing outdoor education method and

materials for enriching the sciencei-falroW:

STUDY OF FUNGUS
Pertinent Areas - Science (botany), (weather and climate)

Learning to be derived
Cognitive: Climate conditions favorable to certain plants, non-

green plants as a group (saprohytes), factors deter-

( mining, climate and weather, characteristics of non-

green plants, function of saprophytes, how man controls

climate for his purpose.



Psychomotor:
Affective: Appreciation for saprophytes and theirfunction.

nature_Appreciation for functional design in

Procedure: Locate with-class or group the different types of fungus

at southernmost end of site (see maWon north slope.

Inspect closely with hand lens and /or-- collect-specimensmens

to go to- investigation center. Observe surroundings

closely.

Questions to be answered - Upon what material does the funguS grow? What other

plants do you know like this? Wha function +40) the fungus-perform? Is this

function good-or bad? Why? How do the- sur tlS in which*you_found the

fungus differ from the surroundings were the are no fungus plants? What

causes these differences? How does the moss, in the same area-dif4 fen the

fungus?
.

Materials, needed: Magnification lenses or stereo-----------microscope reference

books, notebooks

Evaluation: Cognitive: testing, if desired

Affective: by observation

ROCK STUDY
Pertinent Area - Science - Social Science

Learning to be derived from the activity

Cognitive: Characteristics of rocks indigenous to the_ area-

hardness, color, etc., economic value_of rocks,

chemical properties-of-rocks -

Psychomotor: Skill in use of tools-rock-hamhie-r,- laboratory equip-

,

ment
Affective: Appreciation for rocks as man uses -them to make a more

comfortable and-satisfying life for himself--

Procedure: Pupils select rocks that-appeal to them or-teacher can'

structure lesson to limit or determine kinds studied.

Test rocks for-degree of hardness, texture-, 'coibf, etc.,

by breaking, crushing, scratching, and acid-testing for

effervescence; use key and reference books to determine

qualities and uses of rocks.

Questions to be answered - How do you distinguish between one rock-- and-another?

Why are there different kinds of rocks? What kinds of rocks_are there? Identify

example6 of each. For what can these rocks be used to benefitman? Do other

animals benefit from these rocks? In what way!? How do rocksdrelate to chemis-

try? To soil? To plants?

Materials needed: Rick hammers, magnification, nails. for Scratching, grass for

hardness tests, acid (Hell or mUriatic acid, rock keys, references, etc.

Evaluation: Cognitive: test for facts - test for, transf..er of con-
,

tepts tq new problems .

Psychomotor: Observe laboratory skills, use of tools

Affective: Appreciation for rocks and their-contribution to:

building programs, ete.

- 13.-
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SOILS INVESTIGATION
Pertinent Areas - Science -;-Social Studies

Learning- to be derived from the activity

Cognitive: Origin of soils, components of soil (sand, silt, clay);

physical__characteristics cf each of these components;
their contributions to quality of soil; wind and water
erosion - effects and prevention of erosion

Psychomotor: Skill in using tools and laboratory equipment

Affective: Appreciation for process of soil formation - attitude

of concern for soil conservation

Procedure: Close observation by sight and touch, and occasionally
taste, smell and hearing can be used. Look for layers of

soil = topsoil, subsoil, parent material (usually best

demonstrated where soil is not too deep). Look for layers

of_new_or recent vegetation, layers of last year's vegeta-,
tion, older decaying vegetation, humus, etc., gather samples'

for laboratory study. Mix soil and water in_ jar and shake.

Observe mixing and settling..

Questions to be answered - What causes the soil to be in layers'in its original

condition? .try- to mix the soil-(plant and-anital)?

Why does the soil settle into layers after shaking in water? How do sand, silt,

and clay. compare in relative size? How does each react when wet? When dry?

What per cent of the earth is soil? What other media produce food for animals

besides the soil?

Materials needed: Small tool for digging, jar of water, magnification (hand

lenses and stereo-microscope), examples of erosion in the

_area.
Evaluation: Cognitive: y test for facts

4

Psychomotor: Laboratory skills; observation skills

Affective: Observation of appreciation for importance and function of

soil. Observation of sense of urgency relating to conser-

vation.

In a city like Albuquerque, and considering its surrounding population,

a great diversity of experiential backgthund will be found among groups of

pupils and even among individual pupils within each group. In planning the

particular activities whichwill comprise the outdoor curriculum, consideration

---needs to be given to the background of experiences for each group. While a

particular ActiVity might be very beneficial for one group, it might be some-

what elementary or possibly even repetitive for another. This diversity indi-

cates a very definite need fot avoiding over-standarization of the curriculum

-In the outdoor school: Cooperative planning of the experiences for each group

should be done well ahead of the Outdoor experience'in order to taildir. activities

appropriately ,for:eadli group. Alsocooperative planning encourages tie-in

and follow-up in -the regular classroom work.

- 14-
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Materials 'for Outdoor Teaching,

There arecertain materials and pieces of equipment which would be essential

to a program of outdoor activities regardless of the location. For this purpose

a more or less standard list will suffice. There are activities which may be

peculiar to the Albuquerque Outdoor Education Center, and for these activities

special. materials and equipment may be needed. Some of the special equipment

will have to be devised and constructed at the site.

There will be need also for certain kinds of materials for which there

would be no cost. This will include cans,ijars, and other materials which can

Usually' be had for the asking. Some of the materials which would be considered

standard for the school system should be obtainable without difficulty. This

report will be concerned only,with those materials and equipment which might

be considered unique to and appropriate for an outdoor education program.

A standard list should include the following items as a minimum:

For each investigation center:
1. Stereo microscopes 3

2. Student microscopes 3

3. Telescope 1

le-S-ting kits
2-

5. Bunsen burners 2

6. Rock hammers 12

7. Thermometers .
12

8. Sighting levels 12

9. Farm level 1, and target rod, -1

10. Miscellaneous laboratory equipment - hose, tubing, test tubes, killing

jar's, beakers, hydrocloric acid in dropper bottles, funnels, fillers.

eta.

11. Hand lenses 12

12. Binoculars 12

13, Compasses 24

14. Refe ence books for each study area listed in educational specifica-

tions

15. Yardsti4s 24

16. Soil thermometer

4.

17. Hand tools,,f op..-.moodworking - saws, rasps , jackknives, drills, vises,
....

etc. .

18. Developing eray.s for work with light sensitive paper

19. Supplies of plaster of Paris, clay, seeds, glue

20. Reference books or reference materials for use in crafts program

For the weather station:

1. Maximum - minimum thermometer 1

2. Barometers 2.

3. Hygrometers 2 types

4. Rain gauge

5. Wind direction indicator
6. Wind meters 4

7. Standard shelter for housing instruments
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For the bird feeding station:

1. Platform 4-5 feet above ground -- 18" x 24"

If a trapping and banding program is planned as part of tie program, the

first step is to make application for A permit to:

U.S. Department of the Interior
Bird Banding Laboratory
Migratory Bird Populations Station
Laurel, Maryland 20810

It will be necessary to designate a person who' can identify most of the

birds in the area in order to qualify for a permit to band. Also the Department

of The Interior will require a stated reason for requesting the permit.

Such a program has a high interest value for youngsters, usually giving

them their only chance to have close contact,with birds. As has been suggested

e:.sewhere, it would be Advisable to have separate areas for the banding program

and for the feeding stations. While this actually constitutes two feeding areas,

one with traps and one without traps,:it: would provide for one group, to engage

_in _birdbird study without interference from the "trapping.

For a trapping, and banding program, different kinds of traps and different

kinds of bait feed would be necessary. This need might

way.

1. Wire trap hanging on the trunk of tree, baited

be summarized this

with suet - woodpeckers

2. Wire trap on the ground, baited with seeds -- for ground-feeding birds

3. Wire trap on platform, baited with seeds

eaters

for off the ground seed

4. Nylon mist net hung between trees or poles -- for insect eaters

The use of the nylon mist net requires a great deal of careful attention,

because birds left entangled for long periods of time will usually harm them-

selves. Some species will harm themselves if left in wire traps for more than

a few minutes.

For the feeding - watching area it maybe advisable to build a blind unless

natural vegetation is adequate.

For the salt -lick area: block salt placed in a semi7open area, usually upon

a stake.off.the ground.

For the gardening area: open, rather flat area, usual hand tools for

gardening, moderate water available,_



tot
m'STAFFING THE OUTDOOR SC lObli

Persons who work in an outdoor school should have a general orientation
toward the educational process which would include the following characteristics:

1. Flexibility
2. Desire to experiment
3. Affinity for infoimality
4.- Patience enough to allow children to experiment within limits

5. Understanding of child growth and development
6. Acquaintance with physical and natural sciences, ecological relation-

ships and conservation education
7. Good understanding of curriculum implications, especially at the

elementary and middle school levels

8. Psychologically inclined to derive satisfaction from seeing pupils
mature through their own efforts

Principal The principal should have a balanced outlook on the total school

system effort, He should 131 amenable to irregthar hours and circumstances. He

must be Ole to maintain direction with conviction and at the same time be

flexible. ; A sense of humor is essential.

The principal should hold the same status in authority and salary as other
principals with a similar degree of responsibility. He should be professionally
qualified as_ an administrator and should have a broad perspective as indicated

in general. considerations. Strength in curriculum and instruction should take

precedence over administrative ability.

Certified Teachers Preference would be for young, energetic teachers of either
sex,. although some teachers of middle age and over _c4P. Oerform very satisfactorily

under -the circumstances found in the outdoor school. Personality and professional

qualifications should take precedence over age consideration.

Because many questions will' arise in the out-of-doors which cannot be readily
answered by the teacher, he must be psychologically equipped to assumea "learn-

together" attitude, rather than an agressive attitude which would tend to

stifle curiosity and student.questioning.

A good deal of,self-restraint is necessary on the part of the teacher in order
to withhold quick answers, questioning the pupil and guiding him to apply his

knowledge to solving problems. The prevailirig attitude should be one' of faith

-in the pupil, giving him assurance, encouragement and credit for accomplishment.

The program should be staffed at a ratio of one teacher for every twelve to

fifteen pupils regularly in residence at the school, plus, whatever additional
teachers are needed for helping with short term or day experiences -at the-'same-

teacher -pupil ratio. Other teacher's should be included to provide enough 'margin

for a teacher to be available for planning with the classroom teacher and-the

ctass before the class goes to the outdoor. school. Usually, one day of cooper--

ative planning with the teacher and class before going to the outdoor school

would be sufficient, therefore, the'planning margin would increase the number

of regular staff by approximately twenty per cent for the resident-program.

Conditions of planning and teaching in the outdoor school lend themselves very
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well to the use of team teaching, and many times there is definite advantage

in its use. Ordinarily, the type of teacher personality essential to the out-

door school will encounter little difficulty in fitting into the team teaching

approach.

The rfaular Classroom Teacher The role of the regular classroom teacher can

vary with the competence and confidence the teacher has in the out-of-doors.

Naturally, a teacher going to the outdoor,school once per year cannot be ex-

pected to be as familiar with the "program and materials as the regular staff,

but the overall value of-the pupilsi' work at the outdoor school is very de-

pendent upon preparation for the outdoor experiencer-partIcIpation in it, and

follow-up activities after the class resumes its work back at the home school.

Neither can the regular teacher be expected to be an active participant in all

activities and remain alert and energetic to the end of the week. It then be-

comes- a matter of utiliiini the talents of each individual teacher in ways that

are most There are many functions which the regular classroom'

teacher.mayqerform, as suggested by the following List,

ktentative description of the role of the Classroom Teacher

1. Assumes overall responsibility for, his pupils

2. Acts as a resource.for the outdoor -teachers in interpreting class ob-

jectives,-classroom-irogram, the home community,. and children's be-

havior
3. Develops an atmosphere with his pupils that is most conducive to de-

riving-benefit from'the total experience,_ and helps to maintain this

atmosphere throughout the week

4. Maintains closecontact with his pupils through teacher -pupil evaluation

sessions, living in the teacher's room of the dormitory, 'participation

in recreational and evening programs, observation during activity

periods, eating with pupils at meals, and assisting with housekeeping

and group living responsibilities,as needed
Serves as coordinator .for his class in arranging for total class

meeting places and times, in making announcements pertaining to his

class, and in developing continuity for the week

6. Participates in staff seminar meetings

7. Follows up the experience back in the classroom with his pupils, in-

tegrating new learning and experiences with the on-going curriculum

8. Makes arrangements for sharing the week's learnings with parents and

.other classes in the school

Non-Certified Teachers Because the teaching day in the outdoor school begins

when the pupils awake in the morning and ends when they go to sleep at night,

the teaching day is too long for a teacher to endure for a week-long period.

some of the teaching responsibilities in such areas,as dining hall, house-

keeping, recreation, etc. , can be handled by' non-certified teachers on a part-

--time basis. The possibility of incorporating university students majoring .in

elementafy education or recreation into these responsibilities has been.ex-

plored to s...ite extent with VXM ofiicials. This idea should be further explored

to determine possiblities available and feasibility of such a cooperative effort.

When part-time staffing is used, a definite written plan should be provided so

that the continuity of the program is maintained. This is especially true in
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the event, new personnel are added. After part-time staff, are accustomed to

the new routine, variations may be appropriate. The evening faculty handbook

mimeographed by the .Outdoor Education School, Rbacford, Illinois provides 'an

exaMple-Of'direction for-part-time-teachers-7----

Nurse in order to protect the health of= 3upils and *to provide assurance of

ithIs Protection to pare:0-s, adm4n-cqtrni-Or and teachers, it' is recommended

that.-4 nurse be available to the-outdoor school. Interpretation of health forms

',submitted by parents of pupils, supervision of administration of prescribed medi-

cation, furnishing a list of bedwetters to night staff, examination of sus-

pected illnesses and general health precatleimm aLe all part of the duties .of

the nurse. While the nurse will not usually'be Very*-busy except during the day

-when groups arrive, a nurse will-be necessary in the case of outbreaks of the

usual.. childhood diedases. Often pupils will attempt to avoid detection of

these illnesses by teachers in order-to-remain with the group ihthe outdoor

school. The nurse can identify and isolate these cases with more confidence

and authority than can 'the teacher.

Caretaker or maintenance ersonnel The.responsibilities of caretakers :are

also different in the outdoor school from the responsibilities of the custodian

in,the traditional school. in the outdooi school, most-of the cleaning Of dor-

mitories, bathrooms and, classrooms should-be done by pupils who use these fa-

cilities as a part of their learning. experience. Occasionally the maintenance

9ersonnel will_ be_needed-to-assist or direct,. and can_b_e_used_to. clean after

adult meetingsr conferences etc. but should be used -to best advantage with

such- tasks as.

1. General watchman, helping to control unauthorized traffic, both auto-

mobile and pedestrian

2. Maintenance of plant, including seasonal and annual servicing of

appliances, well pump, furnances, /storm windows, sand general repair

and upkeep of grounds and walks

Heavy work in kitchen when needed One man ;shotld be hired to be on 24 hour call

for caretaking responsibility. Housing for this caretaker should be available

at the school, preferably located near the entrance tq the school site. This

location would Take it easier rfOi him to keep close watch on incoming traffic.

Other maintenance help should be employed to assist whenever needed. PrObably

one person in addition to the resident caretaker wOuld_suffice_and could be

NH-time or part-time as h-eed6d-T-One definite need is to-relieve the resident

caretaker periodiCally. (weekend or days off) to ptovlde-a respite from. his

otherwise uninterrupted responsibility. The resident caretaker'and the-principal

shOuld have maps, diagrams, etc., as needed to locate immediately all utility

connections, cutoffs, septic tanks, drain fields,. etc.'

Cooks ..The extent to which pupils are utilized in helping with tasks such as

dishwashing, cleaning, etc., will influence the ratio of cooks to pupils. Un-

less' -more than the ordinary responsibilities of cooks apply, a ratio of one

cook to forty pupils should be satisfactory., Where the dining hall operates

weekends, extra part -time help will need Co be scheduled to. relieve regular cooks

occasionally.

The head cook should have knowledge of dietetics. so that a menu of-Filanced
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meals can be planned with the most practical economy possible. While every

attempt should be made to maintain a regular meal time sbedule, the cooks
should be of a tolEfWEt and flexible nature. Too much rigidity tends to take

away from the desired atmosphere.

As the capacity of thee outdoor panratinn facility grnwa and the volume_of

student participation increases, it may be necessary to reassess personnel
needs, especially at the administrative level.
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Selection of pupils

The selec-tiOn-of pit-pil-s- for par ticipaEion:,in experiences -proy4xted-,-at -the

outdoor education center will need to be.governed by consideration of several

factors.. Not the least of these-are the spirit of policy and objectives of

TitlebIII:- An exemplary-program which - demonstrates the incorporation of re-

sults of educational research into teaching practices will be in keeping with

Title III objectiVes.,,

In order to make greatest' use of the outdoor school as an exemplary pro-

gram, it would be advantageous to draw pupils from all loossible.organizations

which are sources of pupils. When_pupils_from an organization can be involved

in an exemplary program, interest and knowledge concerning the program are

generated within that organization. In this way, leadership from each organ--

ization can:become-familiar-with the exemplary aspects_of_the_program, and hope:-

fully will be in a better position to interpret and-institute or promhe these

a*pcts in their home communtties.

limited to a specified grade level for the resident or study, onlyweek ilnoncipeessrE-----

Resident Study ,Invitaticin to participate in the .outdoor education program

should be extended to cooperating schools based upon the ratio of-class-rooms
-...--

iii_4peration inia particular school 'to the- total classrooms operation in all

_schools_involved: On the assumption that participation will necessarily be

'classrooms at-specified-grade level -would be included in the total determining

-ratio: )?orinstance,---if:-Albuquerque Public Schools have 120 sixth grade class-

Tooms7-and-all-other-cooperating-sChools have 20 sixth grade-classrooms-in---

operation, a ratio of .1 to 6'is established. On this basis, one sixth of'the

classes scheduled to attend the Outdoor school should be from schools other

__than_the___Albuque_tque_district.

The most.obvious advantage of assigning Pupils on this-hasis for the

11.
resident experience is that it ,provides a Common 'association-among-O-Ugils of

varieckcircumstances. Pupils from various ethnic, geographic, economic

educational and social backgrounds are allowed to benefit from contacts with

pupils whose background differ markedly. This cooperative, problem-solving

approach tocomumnity living-has a sizable contribution to make to thVdevelop-

ment of effective citizenship. z7/

%Summer short-term and weekend artici ants -Some. participants,can be se- .

------tected-on-a-class-basis from regular classes and special programs which are_

being conducted-as a part of the public school summer program. However,_ these

sources will likely_be_limited. A highly,productive use of the outdoor school

could -be Made through-the scheduling of in-service education programs for-2

teachers, both during the summer and on weekends. These workshops _or teacher

education sessions should prove very valuable in orienting teachers irithe-

system to the almost unlimited opportunities lor learning which are afforded

by an outdoor education facility. This approach enables teachers.to apply

learning theory'to their own education, and makes the application of theory to

their teaching more realistic. It is impossible to .anticipate_ at what point

in time the need for teacher orientation would diminish, but in-the-long-range

view, this- aspect. of facility use should have some priority.

Other use to which-aid-school could be put would be for depth studies be-
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yond the difficulty of experiences provided in the_sixth_grade level resident

experiences. Duplication of previous experience should be avoided, and depth

study following upon some previous experience should be appropriate. This

would necessitate a very individualized approach because pupils not coming as

specific.ilasdes-would bring exaggerated variety of background experience.

Pupils selected for these experiences would likely come from groups with

voluntary membership. . r

Other ,groups, with objectives of a somewhat different nature,- such as

school bands, church' organizations, 4-H clubs, choral and drama groups can be

scheduled as need and availability of the facilities coincide. Although sche-

duling will tend to get complicated, as long as one activity does not conflict

or interfere severelr-with another activity, two or more types 'of activities

____can_be-accommodated simultaneously.. A field trip, for high school students sche-

'iuled during the week while sixth grade classes are in residence should not

cause much. inconvenience at the outdoor school, and should be encouraged.

Adult Participation's While the greatest benefits can be expected to accrue

----Tromrbringing-la-matrschbblage,people'a possible,into.contact with the

outdoor education prograni,thelvalue of using the facility for adult education--

should- not be-overlooked. If an arrangement for supervisory and teaching staff

can be worked out, there should be some potential for learners among the adult

population. There are two very obvious advantages to be gained from,. attempting

-to_reach_the_idiultmenl_of_he community. First, a great many adUlt peed'

additional iniorMatfon ab6ut the 'outdoors, natural scienc4,-conservation-and-

preservation -of-wildlife habitat. Second,, as many of the adult population as

possilife need: to become, informed about what the public schools are doing to

provide quality.education for the children of Albuquerque and surrounding

. . r
,

Some precaution beyond that-'used with student groups will be necessary

with adult groups . The,lack of completecontrol-afirrabk ofl-previdus-contact

for orientatimwill il.tove somewhat disadvantageous_.

--Yaciliti6s-de-sigffed-to-haffdre-groups of youngsters will not be' ideal for

family-camptng7--.arrci-trultesign of roads will not allow automobiles throughout

the site. Family overnight participating would likely necessitate'. the use

tents for shelter, and the alternatives would.be-ayailable of cooking separately

on individual camp stoves or combining resources for a community dining arrange-

ment.



The Educational Plan

A. Program

THE PHYSICAL PLAN

1. Philosophy and Activities-
The objectives pursued in the outdoor schoOl do not differ appreciably

from the 'stated objectives of other schools. The activities undertaken,

however will differ greatly in that most activities will ,be of an informal

nature'. Approximately 60% of the pUpils' time will be spent outside the

buildings. Another 30% of. study time, pupils wilt;be inside the buildings,

informally moving about, .researching for answers and solutions to
problems.)/ Use of microscopes, testing kits, hand tools, reference boOks,

informal'discussions and individufl study are typical activities.

Approximately 107.' Ofthe-study time will be in planning and evaluation

sessions in groups_ up to 40 in size. 'The program is deliberately

designed. to promote shifting of responsibility for learning from the
teacher_to-the-student as soon as the student has the maturity to

accept this responsibility.

t n
Knowing that pupil experimentation and trial and error learning must

enevitably result in some error, the entire facility must be of durable,

yet aesthetically pleasing character. Rugged and rustic, yet incorp-

oratinb!modern convenience, should be the theme of the development of

capital outlay. Specimens of rocks, plants, insects,.yeptiles; mammals;

etc. will need to be, brought into investigation centers ,for study.

Traffic from muddy or dusty areas cannot be substantially restricted

Without restricting the educational program. The advantage of going

to the outdoor school would be lost if too much emphasis -is placed

upon convenience and protocol.

Administrative2. Administrative Considerations
0--Facilities of the outdoor school are to be located on a 130

=,-acre-site_awned by theJilbuquerque_Public_Schools. 'The_site is

located two and one-half miles north of Interstate Highway 40,-,.--

onelhalf mile west of Highway 10, approximately 15 miles east

of Albuquerque. The site borders on the Cibola National Forest

far;i
cdistance

of three-fourths mile. The area-varies 300 feet

in.altitude-and,ontains an abundance .of teaching materials

well suited-to the middle-school curriculum. Other materials

nd situations for effective teaching can be developed with -a

manimum_of-eipense.

t\is anticipated that a large majority of pupils using the

outdoor school will be at or near the sixth grade. The'optimum

capacity of the school is expected to be 140 pupils, plusin-

structional and service personnel to total 150 person in residence

Monday t rough Friday, September through May:

Cialses of elementary pupils, senior high school pupils, and

groups of adults will be accommodated also. Some will come

--during schooldays, some for weekend. instruction, and some for

summer instruction of up to a week or longer duration.
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The facility is being planned to accommodate educational conferences
workshops and other in-service education functions, as well as
practices and performances in the performing arts.

b) Personnel -

(1) Ten certified teachers
(2) Four non-certified teachers
(3) One principal
(4) One nurse
(5) Four cooks
(6) One secretary
(7) Two caretakers

II. Physical Characteristics

Site

The site should be left as near its original condition as possible;
considering the addition of modern educationalstructures. Because-the
outdoor -,school provides a link to connect -the regular school to primi-
tive conditions in which all subject matter Fcannot be pigeonholed, :it
becomes a marriage bf the modern to the primitive. Therein lies a

great deal of its appep- to the otherwise apathetic pupil.

B. Buildings

'1. General Suggestions
a) 'Functionality should 'take precedence over other considerations

such as beauty, aesthetic appeal, cost, etc. Buildings should be of

type and construction that blend well with the surrounding site.
They should not appear to interrupt the theme of semi-isolation from
the metropolis. Wherever pospible, materials indigenous to the
Sandia' Mountains should, be used in a compromise that would incorporate

protection against fire hazards.

b) buildings should-1)e winterized to "provide-maximum-health
protec4on for occupants during weather extremes.

c) iHeating-shouid be thermostatically controlled. Thermostats

Should be locking or housed in some way as to be inaccessible to

pupils,

d) 'Walls should be of durable, washable finish suitable for use
in teaching pupils to care for their own programs and custodial

nepds .

e), Each building should have storage space for cleaning materials

and equipment, so that pupils will have access to it when cleaning

buildings.

f) All buildings should have_provistons for hanging heavy wraps

during the cold season.
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g) Toilet..fixtures should be standard size, and toilet require-

ments for each building will vary with intensity of building use.

\---h)- Adequate natural light is desirable.

i) Buildings should be acoustically treated_ to the_greates_t

possible degree_to aid in keeping down noise that accompanies

informal activities.

2. Buildings essetiaA to the program

a) Housing for caretaker

b) Administration center
(1) Lobby
(2)' Secretary-reception space
(3) Record room and storagejor special supplies

(4) PrinciPals office.

(5)--C-linic-nuves_office
(6) Teachers office4ppaces

(7) Teachers workroom and lounge
AR

c) Dining hall

(1) Kitchen
(2) . Office space for head cook

(3) Food storage (dry)

(4) Refrigeration and freezing' _

(5) Dining and meeting- -area (mult!purpose

44

d) Dormitories
(1) Sleeping space

(2) Toilet facilities

e) Investigation centers

f) Crafts rooms

0, Caretakers work area, maintenance shop, space for filing

cabinets and records,

Administration Center

A. Factors bearing upon -Planning of the administration -center

1. The administration center should be located near the entrance to

the site so that visitors can easily locate it, thui- eliminating any

need for visitors. or strangers to proceed into the interior of the

site without being identified-and screened.

2. The center should follow the theme of fitting into- the land-

scape and should lend to the general atmosphere of informality.,
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3. Redwood signs etched with a router should be'used in preference

to plastic or some other synthetic or man-made material.

4. The administration center should be a unit which facilitates

communication of ideas and information. Student records will be

limited and temporary, but should be immediately accessible to

secretary, nurse. principal and teachers.

5. Central toilets would suffice except that the clinic should

have separate facilities for use by students under the care of the

nurse.

6. Unless another structure such as an investigation center or
crafts room is attached to the administration center, rather

limited_ toilet faciltties should suffice.

7. Women's toilet should not need,mre than two water closets

and the customary accompanying'fixtures'- sinks, mirrors,` etc.

One' shower sallshoqld be included for use by faculty women.

8. Men-stoilet should include one water closet and one_urinal,

two sinks mirrors,.one shower.

9. One location for cleaning equipment and janitorial supplies

should,suffice for ,this building since most of the cleaning here

will likely be done by regular custodial staff.

B. Components of theladMinistration center

1., Lobby

a) Lobby area should include a fireplace opposite the mein

entranFe to the building.

b) The lobby shopld have an appearance of informality and

roominess.

c) There should be included space for displays and.gulletin

boards.

d) The room shoilid be of natural finish.

e) Furniture should be sturdy and compatibl:, v4ith the in-

formal, setting.

f) /41. telephone for pay calls should be located in the lobby

to as inconspicuous location as possible.

2.4ecretarial work and reception area

a) Molt of the administrative details will be handled. in this

ltrea. Incoming calls, visitors, correspondence,_typing, and

keeping of .records will be handled'here.'
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b) Storage for special supplies such as light-sensitive paper,
',-

camera film, pencils, candy, and other materials used for the
store experience need to be provided here so secretary has
control of supplies.

3. Record Room

a) Storage for special equipment such as binoculars, telescope,
etc., should be incorporated with or near the clerical area.

b) Student records need to be stored in or near this area and
readily accessible to all staff and faculty.

c) Typical activities for the area
(1) Dispensing supplies
(2) Studying health records
(3) Checking out equipment the nature of which makes it

necessary to control or restrict its use.

4. Principal's Office

a) Qfgice space ;for the principal should provide a dignified
yet relaxed atmosphere. Since most of the efforts of the

-Principal will be diieciedtoward scheduling and assisting with
the program, office space requirements should not-i3e great
(12'3x,14').

,6) Parent conferences can be expected to be few.

c) Itawe group conferences will ,not be held here. Office
should accommodate furniture for four-person conferences.

d) Odice should have desk, file cabinets, bookshelves,

chais and telephone.

e) Walls should be of natural finish with space- for displays
or pictures fitting the outdoor "theme.

f) Principal's office should- haVe a back entrance in addition
to thetentrance through secretarial area.

5. Clinic Nurse s Office

a) -Typical activities'
(1) Administration of fitst aid and medication
(2) .Isolation of ill pupils

(3) Examination of illness suspects
(4) Storage ofmedical supplies, towels, linens, etc.

(5) Keeping necessary notes and records (schedule of
pupils prescribed medication)

(6) Due to proximity to the city, extremeicases should
be returned home, rather than kept at school.
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b) Location - end of wing or corner of building, isolated
from noise and traffic. Should have a back entrance to
avoid having ill pupils report through office.

c) Appearance - combination of light colors, easily kept
appearing neat and clean.

d) .Spaces

(1) Boys ward - 2 bunks

(2) dirls ward - 2 bunks

(3) Toilet facilities for each ward

(4) Nurses examining and treatment room - with supply
storage and sink with knee operated controls, hot
and cold water.

(5)--Nurses-office and waiting room combination_

(6) Closets for personal clothing items

y Furniture
0) Desk
(2) Chairs - 4
(3) Bookshelf
(4) Bunks - 4 single !or 2 double bunk bedg

(5) Nite stands - 2

. Teachers' Office Space

Office space should be provided for full-time,teachers to
'study and to store personal teaching materials. Although
separate offices are not absolutely necessary, separate desks
and filing cabinets are hIghly desirable. Separate bookshelves

are essential.

b) Location should be near teacher's workroom-lounge

7. t'eacher's' Workroom lounge

a)' Activities typical of the area

,(1) Principal-faculty conferences

,(2) Committee or teaching team meetings

'(3) Informal discussions among staff

(4) Work of a nature requiring more room than is available

in offices

(5) Area for. relaxing between; teaching duties

b) Location
(1) Should be near teacher's office space

(2) Should be near toilet facilities

c) Suggested/space - 300 square feet

d) Appearance - informal, pleasant, spacious

/
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e) Equipment
-(1) Conference table - 1

(2) Chairs - 10 straight

(3) Sofas - 2

(4) Easy chairs - 2

(5) Shelves for periodicals and a few professional books

(6) Bulletin board

(7) Drapes
(8) Storage for incidental supplies

IV. Dining Area and Kitchen

The dining hall and. kitchen spaces could be combined with dormitory spaces

without detracting from the program if the architects feel that the combi-

nation of these spbces would be advisable. There are some physical consider-

ations which will affect the decision relative to combining these:

comparative costs of centralized vs. decentralized heating and

plumbing; duplicdtion of heavy wrap hanging_area in decentralized

or separate plan; noise from kitchen as a disturbance to sleeping

pupils; and size of buildings and how each fits into the land-

scape aesthetically

Dining Area
1 'Typical activities

a) Family style eating

b) .Group meetings
c) Evening indoor recreation

'd) Occasional cafeteria style dining

2. -Location
a) Rather central among all buildings in the complex -

b) 'The administration center and caretaker's cottage should

be the only buildings located between the dining hall and

the entrance to the site.

c) No roads or drives should be near the dining hall except

the service road loop which allows delivery trucks access

to the kitchen.

3. Suggested Size

a) Dining hall should accommodate 160 people seated in groups

of 8, approximately

b) Overall dining area should provide a minimum of twelve

square feet per person to be seated (approximately 2,000

square feet).
Additional space should be provided for storage of'folding

tables, chairs, etc.vand also for piano or organ to be

kept here.

4. Appearance

a) The area should be relaxed , roomy, informal and pleasant

in appearance.



4.,

) Adequate natural light should be planned into the structure.

c) A fireplace should be centered in a wall, possibly opposite

the kitchen.

d) The fireplace location should allow a maximum number of
pupils to gather around it for evening activities.

The window view from the dining hall.ghould take advantage,

of the best possible view from the lmr'ntion:

f) An exposed beam ceiling would be helpful in giving a roomy

appearance.

g) Acoustically treated ceiling and all possibly acoustical,
treatment are essential in the dining hall. Separate conver-

sations at each table make it imperative the:E.echoes, and

reverberatiohs be kept to a minimum.
4 n

4. Equipment

a) Tables should be round, folding, hard.finish variety to
facilitate family style dining, encourage total participation.

in discussions, and to enable convenient, compact storage while

the area is being used for other than dining purposes.

b) Twenty tables will be needed to support the capacity of the

dining area.-

c) One hundred sixty chairs should'be provided.

d) Chairs should be of durable material, preferably stacking

variety, rather than the variety which can be upende,d on the

tables. Chairs upended on tables for cleaning are not suit-

able for use when children .are doing their' own cleaning. A

fiber glass or padded -steel stackable chair is recommended.

e) A drinking fountain and a source of drinking water for

table use should be included.

f) Space and facilities are needed for:temporary storage of

heavy over clothes during inclement weather.

g)- Shelving near the entrance should be provided for storing

books during meals.

1. Typical Activities
a) Preparation of complete hot meals

b) Preparation. of cold lunches to be taken out

c) Issue of food-for outdoor cooking

d) Washing dishes (service for 160)
A

41.
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e) Storage of prepared food (desserts and sala46)

f) -Storage of canned and d-ry foods

h) Storage of perishables (meats, milk, eggs, vegetables)

2.*.cb4cation

-a)--Sho-Uld- join-dining hall Wiih-twr -gparata==areas=o-perr-1-

between one for dispensing food, a%cl one for receiving

dirtidishes.

4) Kitchen should join service -.-oad loop so that supplies

tap: be delivered without having, "ehicles circle dining hall.

Suggested Size

a) Should have a minimum of Uiree square feet per person to

be served (approximately 480 - 500 square feet).

h) Refrigeration adequate to handle frozen foods, and cooling

(preferably walk-in, except,for small cooler for incidentals

and left-overs, butter, cream, etc.) Two and one-half cubic

feet of refrigeration per person served is recommended.

4. Equipment.and Facilities

a) Food stucage arpn
h) Food receiving area lc ck)

c) Refrigeration area

d) Serving area

P) Food prep-fa-non area

(1) Baking
(2) Frying

Stove top cooking
CO- Vegetable preparation area with sink

(5) Counter space

1) Dishwashing area

(1) Should be in separate alcove

(2) Provide receiving space for dirty dishes

(3) Provide space for, scraping and racking dishes

(4) Locate dish storagehandy to 'dishwashing area and

food dispensing area

(5) Area should include dishwashing machine and garbage

disposal unit or space for these 'to be added.

g) Office spice should be provided for head cook to keep

records, desk, file cabinet-and phone. r.

Special Features

a) Hoods to vent cooking. area.. If the hoods have fans,

additional vents will be needed to avoid competition with

`fireplace draft. Fireplace. cannot draw if kitchen fans

pull against it.
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b) Alternate to hoods for venting would be adequate cross-
,.

ventilation.

c) Thermal units to provide food service for decentralized

camping.

d) Hot water capatity of one and one-half gallon per person

per meal (250 gallonS)/fp cooking and dishwashing.

e) Special carts-and. racka---for-washInu-storing-and- moving

dishes.

f) Flexible roll-down door to separate kitchen from dining

area when dining area is used for meeting; recreation, -or,

ather-functions--where-neise-Or-dust--needs..to_b_e-re$1,Kietcd.t_
_

g) .Kitchen floor Must be impermiable. to grease.

h) Floors, walls, and ceiling should be of easily cleaned

surface.

.'Invespgation Centers (combination of laboratory, libriry, arts, crafts,

,display and storage _area)

A. Typical activities

1. Rock study

2. Soil testing
Insect study

4. Containing- -and 'displaying an Irma i s

5. Use of microscopes
6.. Use of Bunsen burners

_

7. Use-and storage of chemicals, rock hammers, etc.

_8. Use and shelving of reference books, specimens, rock keys,

charts, etc.

9. Woodworking
10. Block printing

11. P las ter tasting

12. Making seed pictures'

13. Storage of tools for pupils projects

14. -Storage of supplies

Should be between 'dining hail and woods area

Locate far enough from dining hall td avoid appearance of

conges tion

3. Materials and specimens will be brought from outlying area

to the 4nvestigation centers for study and display.

C. Suggested Size

Should be large enough for meetings of groups of 40 in

-ad4ition to peripheral work area, storage and book shelving

2. Should t.rovide ample room for pupil movement around six 4 x

8 f

3. Overall' size suggested 2000 square !feet minimum__
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D. Appearance

2. Should, have separate Work areas around the outside of room for;

a). Geology and soils

b) Plants

c) Mammals

d) Fish and water animals
f) Reptiles and .amphibians

g) Insets
h) We-attreramd.air pressure

3. One area should_be provided for those reference books *which will

be used mostly without laboratory equipment and workspace (astronomy,

Ma-thematics, physical--Sciences) and for strictly pleasure reading-

-----4; Spaceln One area of the room shbiildbe-WWITOT-for_seti,,,piet--
re ding.

5. Storage for materials such as chemicals should be provided with

to

sf

E7- Equipment

Acid resistant sink with running wa-r
Gas for burners

3.-----ikdequffele-effiCai-6(iflets around work areas

4. Soils testing kit and soil auger

5% -ACquarium
6. Microscopes

- 7. Hand lenses
Rock...I-Lammers etc-.

9 Book shelves
10. 4' x 8 tables, with, easily cleaned_lops

11. 40 folding or stacking chairs
12. Chalkboards
13. Cages
14, -File cabinets
15. .liork_benches

16,Wood vises,
17. Woodworking tools'
18. Shelving or bins-for wood scraps and lumber'

19. -Shelving-for-storage of cans, bottles, etc.

F:. Special features

1. kccomnodations for temporary storage-of_heavoxer clothes

during inclement weather

Dormitories

A, Typical activities

.1. Sleeping
Storage of extraclothe6 changes

3. Drying damp clothes and towels
_ _ 4. Shower and toilet_needs_

N1/4`
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B. Location

1. -Should-be located either in conjunction with dining-hall or
between dining ball and outdoor study areas

fl

2. If not in conjunction with dining hall, then locate_far enough
away to avoid appearance of crowding and congestion--

C. Suggested size of sleeping area

1. Should accommodate 36 pupils plus 1 teacher

2. Each-occupant-should be allowed a minimum of 30 square feet
of floor space

WeVIA.4..11,11.

3. There should be at least six feet between-the heads of
sleepers

a

4. Adequate roan for clothes storage (individual)

D. Appearance

. Should be roomy, adequate -for-moving about between-buriks,

2. Should have ceiling of minimum height of eight feet to
accommodate double bunk beds

3. Windows should be above ey'eleve ljan-d-should_not expose
top bunks to view from outsidi-

4. Should be_ adequately lighted and ventilated without exposing
occupants to view from outside-~ ---

5. Window blinds could be used, but should be--of "a rugged,

strong type. One way or translusent glass would be preferable

E. Washrooms

1. Should have separate room with bath facilities for teachers

2. Washroom facilities should be a type that are easily cleaned

and maintained

3. Should have dressing area with hanging facilities for clothes

and towels

4.- Sh_oul_d_ have gang shower (1 Ter 15 pupils)' with one private

shOWer for girls'

5. Should have adequate water closets, sinks, mirrors, and

shelving (1 lavatory per 10 pupils?

6. Dormitories intended to house boys may have some urniAls

substituted fol,ater closets
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7. Should have a floor drain
8.. Should have non-skid floor

F. General consider.ations

1. Night lights should be located in-each dormitory to-allow-

supervision and for pupils to see to go to restroom during the

night

2. Provisions should be made for maintaining optimum temperature

and ventilation

-0

3. Mattressesshould be protected by_waterproof covers, Alter-
- would be torwaterproof certain mattresses and be sure

potential bedwetters sleep-on these

4. Each pupil should have a place to store his suitcase and extra

.Clothing

5. Tempered water should be available through a mixing faucet

6. A desirable arrangement would be to have possibility of

dividing pupils into small group size areas for sleeping with-

out increasing need for close supervision (partition, L-shaped

spaces?)

Some area and. means for drying clothing should be planned into

dormitories

VII. Caretaker's Quarters

A. Housing for a caretaker should be provided to assure having a

responsible person on the site at all times. A cottagek,or apartment

should bb provided in order to improve chances of obtaining and

holding a person of high quality and diverse talent's.

B. The caretaker's housing should be located just inside the entrance

to the bite, probably somewhat behind the administration center, with

a vantage point which provides-a view of the entrance, parking lot,

and as many buildings as possible.

C. Suggested size
1. Modest two4-bedromm

2 Could combihe garage and,general maintenance area for storage

an repair of necessary tools and equipMent such as wrenches,

-/ shovels, saws and hammers,

D. Appearance
1. Should be of same materials and, general theme as other.°

buildings
2. Should have adequate window area facing entrance and area wh-AeN,

most attention will likely be needed to control incoming traffic
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E. Equipment
1. The-Cottage should be furnished with the larger kitchen appliances

stove and refrigerator

2. Should have comforts equal to comparable city housing

VI'[. Maintenance Area

A. Activities
1. Storage and repair of mdinLenance-tools ando'equipment

2. Storage of file cabinets with maps, diagrams andbrecords

3. Storage of assorted lumber supplies

44 Building of special needs not available through regular

sources--(signs,-display-equipment, cages)

B. Location
1. Maintenance area can be joined with t e caretakers cottage,

or can be separate without altering the pr ram. The combination

of facilities would make `for economy in heating,plumbing,etc.

C. Suggested Site
1. Should be large enough to accommodate two motor vehicles Ips

storage of maintenance equipment and supplies

2. Must have space for file cabinets, records 4ftd*maps

3. Must have storage for power equipment.to be used in main_tenance

area only

D. Appearance
1. Should have outside-appearance, similar to other buildings

2. Should be finished, insulated. and heated in separate area

where caretaker keeps records

E. Equipment_

1. File cabinets

2. Chair, small desk

3. Miscellaneous carpenter's tools

4. Miscellaneousrilechanic's_jools

5. Miscellaneous paint:41s.dquipment

6. Storage racks for lumber (assorted)

7. Miscellaneous plumber's tools

F. Special Features

1. Should have separate area.where combustibles can be stored

safely
2. Extent to which this part of facility must be developed and

equipped will depend upon amounts and kinds of services available

from work crews attached to the central maintenance shop in the

city system

IX. Staff Housing

A. Housing for faculty who are full time outdoor education teachers

is an item which must be considered in view of the overall program 'of

the school. The ordinary' teaching day in the resident outdoor school
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-begins when pupils rise in the morning and ends after they are asleep

at night. While the circumstances and conditions of- teaching in t is

kind of program are usually considered pleasant and stimulating, th se

9,

conditions are very demanding upon the physical stamina of the teac

)4

ers.

When teachers work in such a program for extended periods of time, some

compensation needs to be made which, will allow them to avoid becoming-

over-tired. One possibility for making the assignment less demanding

physically is to provide housing on the site of the school.

In establishing priority for staff housing the_ principal or

direttor should be housed on the site so he could be available upon

24 hour'call. Additional housing for teachers is most_valuable for

the greater benefits which accrue to the__ overall program because

teachers are more easily recruited, are more available-and have more

time and ener-gy-to-de-VOte-to-7their work.

B. Location
14, Should be located on-the periphery of the building group

2. Should be off of but near the service loop road==

3. Should be behind the main buildings-in a rath4,inconspicuous

location

C: Suggested Size

1. Should consist of one and--two13edroom apartmen -ts or cottages

2. Some should accommodate single persons

3. Some should atcommodate famiLies of 4 - 5

4, Should total nine apaTtiffeliits ( 1 principal - 8 teachers)

D. Appearance
1.' Should have similar outward appearance to otherbuildings

E. Equipment
1. Refrigerator

2. -Stove for cooking

Xl.. Grounds

A. General considerations
1. Leave as much undisturbed froriiIrie natural, as possible

B. Entrance, Drives and Parking

1. Adequate signs which blend with the theme and atmosphere

should direct traffic in the desired-d-trections

2. All drives shOuld be surfaced_with-crushed rock-and built

to withstand bus and delivery truck traffic

3, Entrance road terminates at parking lot near-administration

center
,4. Service drive loop goes to caretakers cottage, maintenance

area, and back` of dining hall-

5. Spur drive goes to staff housing

6, Drives follow contour-of the site

7. Gate should divert traffic to caretakers cottage when school

is not in use

8. Parking lot should accommodate 12-1-whicles, including six

buses
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9. Parking lot may be divided into small areas rather than one
large area

10. -Parking lot should be expandible without surrounding buildings
11. It should have good drainage

C. Walks
1, Walks between buildingi should be approximately four feet wide',
allowing for pedestriahs to walk two abreast
2, Cover with gravel or crushed rock
3. Follow con -tour where possible

4. Use posts _for building steps where steep grade in walks. s
necessary
5. Walks should be limited to minimum necessary for traffic

A. A well and water system should 'be developed which will meet
these requirements,

1. Capacity of 10,000 gallons pure water per day
2. Locate a minimum 100 feet from buildings and septic tanks
3. ,Imcate at-altitude which will require minimum of pressure
to affect frow to all buildings (preferably gravity flow)
4. Protect all lines by burying' sufficient depth to prevent
freezing and damage by erosion
5. Include sufficient tees in water lines to allow for--
expansion

B. Sewage Disposal
1. -TTticular attention should be paid to size of septic
tanks at dining hall
2. Grease traps shodld be provided where appropriate,

3. Garbage disposal unit will increase needed capacity,
especially for_septic tank
4. 'Dish washing_machine will_ increase needed_ capacity,
especially for drain field
5. Drain field-should be planned ,and laid out to provide

sub-irrigation of open areas

6. Sewage lines should not cross fresh water lines :,fit any

point

C. Air Temperature Control 1

1. Heating of buildings should be done with gas

2. If natural-gas can be made available, it is to be preferred

to liquid petroleum gas
3. Use of fireplaces will aid in heating, but will not be
significant source of heat

4. Cooling air may not be necessary if adequate ventilation
with fans is provided

D, Electric Power
1. A power line already exists on the property.

\2. Poles and lines should be as inconspicuous as possible

3. Electric power;(115 volts) should be provided in all

buildings and at well

4. Additional power (230 volts) should be provided in kitchen
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E. Telephone
1. Phone service should be connected to -the following spaces:

a) Principal's office

b) Secretarial area

c) Nurses off ice

d) Read cook's office

e) Pay phone in administration center

XIII. Outdoor Teaching Areas

A. Fresh water boilogy area
' A pond with a minimum diameter of 50 feet showl& be developed

,to___-_rnaiwtain_ a supply, of -whatever-- specimens- will-thrive-in the area.

Some water plants and animals . can be transplanted into` the pond

while others will -be it-ie-iCidile-e-d-ifa-t-iritillj:The

is less important than are the number of species and the supply of

each.

A variety of depth of water will increase the-number of species

which will survive in the pond. Also the perimeter of the pond

should be shallow and should have a surrounding flat muddy area

which will take and hold, animal tracks and evidence of any activity

which takes place near the water.

This pond needs to be In a flat area and also needs1 to have: some

trees-and - other- cover nearby- so tha t frequent_the_pond

without venturing too far out into the open. It must not be located

where it can be damaged by rushing water from a thundershower.

One such area should be located so as to Use water from the well.

It is hoped that another pond could be developed to make use of

surplus water from Mud Spring._

B. Bird study area
In the west-central part of the 130 acre site is a location which

could very easily be _developed into an area where bird study activities

could be conducted. Feeding stations shbuld be set up to attract

several species of birds. The woodpeckers will be attracted to beef

suet feed, seed-eating birds can be attracted by a mixture of seeds.

Some seed-eate-rs will eat seed only off the ground, while others

will eat Onlyciff-pla-tforms_a few feet above the ground.

It would be possible to trap birds in this same area, but one

disadvantage would be that traps could not be as easily attended

as if they were placed in the peripheral areas near the investigation

centers. In other words, bird observation areas should be somewhat

separated from the bird trapping areas. Also, if the center obtains

a permit for trapping and banding birds, banding equipment would need

to be kept at the investigation center.



C. Weather study
A weather station should be set up in the open area near the building

complex, probably northeasit of, the dormitories, Instruments. included in

the station should be substantial enough to allow pupils to handle them

and should also be accurate enough to make weather observations realistic.

Equipment included in the weather station should meet- the following

as a minimum

1. Structure to house instruments such as thermometer, barometer,

hygrometer, etc. This must provide shade, ventilation, and protection

for these instruments
2. _Thermometer (preferably high and

low type)

3. Barometer
Hygromete-rs (wet-and,d-ry bulb- .and-one-constructed with hair _

components)
5. Rain gauge

'6. Wind direction indicator

7. Anemometer (or some simple gauge rich as a wind meter)

D, Trails

The development and construction of trails or paths by which to get

from the investigation centers to outdoor teaching areas should be

consistent with the over-all philosophy of keeping, disturbance of the

outdoor area to a minimum. Trails need to be obvious enough to allow

the_person unfamiliar witt(theschool to find his way to the%teaching

areas with the aid.of.a map. Trails shou41 be Cleared-en-aigh -to reduce

danger of spraine0 ankles, and trails through dense growth 4ould have

growth cleared enough,to allow a persbn to walk uprieit;--N special

surfacing should be necessary.

It would not be necessary to provide cleared trails 'to each-

-individual-area of-interest. Teachers familiar with the many

possibilities and materials available will only need a few trails

to get to all locations on the site, Oilce-fli-d-trails have been

laid out and cleared, a map should be made which can be displayed in

a prominent place, so that all pupils and teachers can use it as a

reference for finding a desired location.

Points of interest upon the site which are frequented in teaching

'should be named for convenient communication. Name-s can be given by

pupils but once a location is named, it should be permanent; Usually

some name which is humorously descriptive has a great deal' of appeal

to all-Y6Uttsters-.---For_instance the trail to the excavation might

be "Clementine Trani% name w -to-language arts or other

,curriculum areas is most appropriate,
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Other teaching materials

Many of the available materials for use in the outdoor school will
he seasonal. in nature. This_tends to emphasize the necessity for
teachers _to be informed,_alert, flexible, and willing to explore.

--They-need-to know where and when, for ift§tance, that they -are likely
to find a nest of ant eggs,..a cma spider web.
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The National/forest Area

The site of the outdoor school and the Cibola National Forest have a
common boundary extending along a distance of three-fourths mile. Although
the boundary is fenced, the forest area will be available .for use by school
groups in the same manner it would be available for-any other citizen or
group of citizens.

The possible use of the forest for educational purposes has been
explored in consultation with forest rangers from the District Ranger
Station at Tijeras. It was agreed that any proposal for effecting
physical change in trails, springs, etc., would be submitted in writing
to the Cibola National Forest Engineers Office in Albuquerque by way of
th-E-D is tr aa rig el3 Sta tfion -a E- trg--;

It is recommended that, as soon as funds are available to begin
development of the site, Mud Spring be utilized in part to develop a
pond for fresh water biology and wild life study. It will be necessary
to provide some type of trough at the spring from which wild animals
can obtain water, and also a source of drinking water for hikers. The

remainder of the water can be diverted through pipes tda better location

for use. Presently, the water (approximately two gallons per minute)
flows only a few feet from the source of the sp ing and soaks back into

the soil. .The excess should be diVerted to a r they flat surface where

_a,pond could be _maintained

The .soil an most of the site is quite porous, being either rocky

or sandy. In order t6 make greatest use of available water in maintaining
a-pond, one possibility might be to add a layer of rather impervious soil
as a liner. -- Another possibility might be to line a limited area, with

plastic to hold the water.

Aside from the use of surplus water from the spring, no immediate
changes are recommended for forest property. There are some teaching

materials within the, forest, such as species of fungi and fossil bearing

rocks, which will be advantageous for study, but constructed trails to
these locations should not be necessary. Many of_ these spots can-be
reached by game trails, once the teachers are familiar with them.

It is likely that hiking on all day trips will be a regular part

of a future summer program. Trips through forest property to.the crest
of the mountains may necessitate cooperative development of-ttails
according to forest service standards, but it is recommended that trail
construction 'take second place to incidental travel within the fOrest.



p_t_iitheater - Alternative - 1

Th_ bowl contains an estimated 25 000 sclia,re feetof usable area, in
the shape of a triangle with a base of 150 feet and an altitude of 350 feet.
The distnt-c,s are np.pre,xinint, and perimeter the triatig1P; is some=
what uteveri,"\N

There appears to be sufficient room for, seating.b_eyond a capacity
of 200 plus parking space. However. seating should take precedence over
parking upi, to:a..is'eatin'g capacity of 200, After allowing for seating 200, ,

then the seating- capacity should be in relation to the parking spaces and
-number olt people e:st-linated per 'car

...

The ot4iy. real advantages to' be gainr-d in the use of amphitheaters
are-(1) to take advantage of the aesthetic value of the surroundings and
(2) cost compared ..to the cos t of an indoor theater or auditorium. The
aesthetio value and the emotional impact inherent in such of area as
ex,Psts on. the outdoor education site will be recognized more in the future
among edlcators than they have been in the past. In order to Utilize the
aesthetic" value of thel bowl to its grea test, advan-tawe---it seems a'dvisab le
to locate the performing .area '(stage or platform) in the west end of the

The stage can be placed 9n the present levet of the ground,ot>could
be stet below the present ground level without destroying the beauty of
surrounding vegetation; Setti4 it lower than the height of the acoustical

!shell would detract from-the surroundings,. The Surface for seating could
be excavating a few feet for the stage and moving the earth- down hill to
the east.

The moving of this earth eastwardwould provide a rise at the east.
end of 'the seating area whi,ch woulfd separote the parking lot from the
seating by placing parking on a level below seating., This isolation of
parking_should also _lend to_the beauty _of_ the_performance;_area,

L.

.

up-the a to-e-p--*1-tne-f-r-oni-the pa-area'-ing__area.7* to_the_ sea ting_a_i_e,

recommended,. Also recommended are ramps for walking up either side from
the pirking area to about midway of the seating.

N

Water diversion and drainage ditches/will be necessary to carry
.

. away water from thundershowers.. The water shed west the bowl has
at...times perrnitted-con-61:dera-ble ruao.ff to occur.. Any excavation such
as" (that recommended for lowering the stage will, emphasize the-runoff

{

.

prob,lem at or near the stage end of the amPhitheater,
.

__. Sketches to c a. -ily cirtUsEs-surtoundirg
th.- development of this particular area {see appendix)

The area also should provide inspiration and subjects for art:
There are other cultural and social activities which could be very well
adapted to a facility of this kincl., Through the warmer seasons, such a'
facility should be in great. demand,
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An important point-to remember is that an-- elaborate outdoor auditorium

could reach a point in developmentat-which the man-made characteristics

could overwhelm the natural characteristics. At this point, the amphi7

theather ceases to be what was intended and becomes a duplication of some

similar structure in the city.

Alternative 2

The possibility exists that access can be gained on the road near

the: north end of the site. If this access can be gained, then the

placement of the building complex will likely be near this north access.

It would be advantageous from the standpoints of building and program

to have a north access. In such case, the usability of the amphitheater

bowl area would be lessened.

An alternative exists to develop a smaller` outdoor theater for'

small groups. The large bowl area could be used for other activities

such as adult instructional*?.& programs if arrangements 'for water can be`'
,-

worked out satisfactorily.

Alternative 3

...

The large bowl area could be used for developing a small performance

area with the stage facing another direction other than that indicated in

alternative 1, and with other seating arrangements. The capacity of such

a facility will be smaller with any arrangement. other than alternative 1

unless a" good deal- of the vegetation is removed from the hill in faVor

of placing seating there.

Water supply will continue to be a problem in the,development of

the area, whatever use is made of

off

r.
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_ I

Long-Range Development

PHASING INTO OPERATION

The development of the outdoor education center depends to great
-deg-ree-uporr-the-a-va-i-lability of Title III funds. If. Title III funds are
available, obviously the center can be put into full operation at an

early date. Even if_this the case, there will be a time in the interim'
_when a start can be made. Considering the fact that a program in. outdoor

education will be new to the Albuquerque Public Schools, it would seem
,appropriate to do some 'phasing into the operation.

Thdre'are- two reason for beginning the phasing as soon as possi.ble
First, va ua-re-learning 'opportunities-should-not be passed up for a
large- number -of i-te --is available. The natural area, while
less convenient and less effective with out buildings and o evelop=
ments, does afford many worthwhile materials for profitable study. It
has-sufficient value as is to justify its immediate use.

r

Second, the educators in the school system need to begin as soon
as- possible _to_familiaxl ze therhs ellv.es _with the outdoor alma tio_n__Avizro...a

Any new and different procedure can b-ecw-e-ruire-Inting-i-f-a-pproached too

rap it-1---S-everErl--as-p-ect-s-df-p-repa-a-t ion need-to be undertaken_ sirrialtane-
__ _

ously. The school needs developfnent of access roads, teachirig-are-a-s_imd

water system. ;Leadership and teaching personnel need to be ass-igned-br--
--reC-ru-i-ted-.;-Teachers___who will be participating in the program will need

consideralite orieRtation, as will the specialized outdoor teaching staff.

With the above reasoning as a basis, the following plan is suggested:

Phase--I---P-i-lat-Projec-t,--F-ield-Tr_tps _with On-s ite Inves tigative Activity

1.- 'Complete access road
2. eve wat-er sup-p-ly
3:Devei.-op-ou-tdoo-r-teach-Lng-areas
4. Ass fen leadership -special pe-rsonnel to coordinate a-iid

_ -trips
-5. Begin use of site for -field trips
6, _Begin appropriate in-service education (workshops, course's,
and/or necessary travel for observation of outdoor program in

pr.ogress) _

7. Develop reference book and teaching materials inventory, in-
c-lud-ing-referenc_e_s_forprofessional libraries in city schools
8. Supply temporary toilet-and shelter facilities

---CkinstrUCt investigation_center'
10. Evaluate prograth.in progress
11-. Carry- -on....intexpx.e.ta_tiPn activities for community of Albuquerque



)

Phase II ,,Pilot Project, Resident Outdoor Education and Continuation of

Phase 1'

1. Assign additional personnel to coordinate and assist with field

trips
l'..,-.:Increase scope of field trip and investigative activities,_a.nd_______

introduce innovations in other pilot projects

Continue develbpment of teaching areasmaterials%, and-reference

holdings

4. Continue in-service education programs

5. Complete pilot resident facilities

6. Begin pilot program in resident outdoor education when-facilities

are available .

7. Continue interpretation of program to community

8. Evaluate programs in progress

1;-

Phase II of the long range developmedtiffay -extend beyond, a period of

one year, perhaps even two years, depending upon availability of funds and

building schedules. Priority should be given -to-construction-of-dining.

hall, dormitories and caretakers cottage --ma-intenance-e-e-n-ter.

....

Phase I;11 ens ion, Retirement- and Stabilization

1. Continue in- ervice-eduCation

2. Reassess. personnel needs and assign personnel

.3. Construct buildings to bring operation to capacity

(investigation center - 1, dormitories - 2, administration

center, ,staff housing)

4. Add classes 'to reach capacity of the center as facilities--

are completed
5. Continue interpretation activities

6. Evaluate programs a-tid-ad just to community need

_- Phase III-could7ea-ailriextend-into-tbe-foiiirifi or fifth-year -Of-

-_,...
Opexation. For the ultimate "facilities
areare necessary. For purposes of maintaining quality,_.the_peogrgm should

_ . __. ..

not be expanded beyond the capacity of facilities and personnel--;

. ,

`././1.,
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_________BUDGET ESTIMATES

Development of Water Supply
Casing pipe 200 feet at $2.50 per $ 500

Drilling 200 feet at $6,00 per foot 1200

Pump and pipe - to surface only 450

Concrete work and labor 200

Storage tank - 400 gallon capacity 560

Well house'- insulated 500

Additional-plumbing_ to_buildings 2000

Total $5410

Building;

Costs of buildings' were estimated by applying a figure of $12 per
. square foot to the recommended dimensionstd each building.. It is
recognized that some buildings will exceed this coat per Square-foot.
It is hoped that others will not.

Teachfng Materials
Books and charts $ 500

'weather Station ' 150

_ Investigation -centers - each 1900._
'Miscellaneous tools and supplies 500

Total $3050

Staffing

Costs of staffing the outaoor school are estimated on the basis
of the 1966z67 salary'schedule for Albuquerque Public Schools. On the'
assumption that most teachers assigned to the school will be younger

-_than the average for the system or will be new to the system, estimates

are somewhat lower than the average salary" for similar responsibilities.

E. Salaxy_es_t_imatei_for Rex&connel are-::included i.n the budget for

_progfaml-into__action..___Although_the__possibility..of._uSing. non-

__certified teachers isLmentione.d.....in_the_teportno estimates arean-

chided for the item.

Transportation

Mr. Paul Gallegos, Director of Transportation for Albuquerque Public_,

Schools, estimates that the cost per round trip from the city to the out-

door school will average about $20, Trips can be. arranged for the sameschool
the trip isfor one day or' for the week stay. If;,classes

nutfi-30;pupils and a 60 passenger bus can be used, taking two classes'
pee-trtpT-gertrap-s-some-economy-coatd--be-effected: ---In-the-case-of the

resiident experience, additional transportation''fOi-IVtiYgi-iiiidid-be--
necessary. A'sthool owned pick-up truck should suffice for such extra

transportation..

It is.ftecommended that, as soon as the fikst two dormitories' are

completed, the pilot program include two resident classes. However, vhdn--1

two more dormitories are complgted, plans call for four classroom units

per week, plus whatever field trips and special-events occur.
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Based upon capacity use for 48 weeks per year, a budget of $6,000

for transportation is anticipated..

1966- 67 . second semester operation
field trips - 150 at 520 =

1967-68 - full year operation
resident student gioups - 60 at $20
field trips 150 at $20

summer and weekend' 40 at $20

1968- 69 capacity operation
resident student groups 120 at $20

field, trips' '
150 at $20

summer and weekend groups 40 at $20

$3,000

$1,2Q0
3,000

800i

$5,000

$2,400-

$3,000
800

$6,200

For the resident outdoor education program only operating at full'

capacity, transportation estimated is $2,400o Unles's the Albuquerque

Public Schools accept Title I or Title III financing under agreement to

furnish transportation,fOr, adjacent school districts, .then this figure

(2,400) would be reduced by $20, for each group of pupils from other

districts. Likewise, the estimates for transpOttation fora summer. and

weekend groups' would be reduced by $20, for each group from outside the

Albuquerque Public School district.

(it

Cost t Pupil
A rule of thumb which has prevailed over the years in

outdoor education programs is that the parent should, assume
the costs of food and lodging as he would ordinarily 'And the
school district should assume the costs of instruction and
traAsSrtation as it would under ,normal circumstances.
With federal fundeentering'the pucture, it is somewhat

---morecOmplicated
tst-Ii ates-ana-calculations-need-to he placed- upon -a- -per pupfl, per-

mpali per night, 12dging, and per day instruction in order to arrive at a

reasonable;figure for adjusting c.,,W.to pupils and for purposes of -s7haringl..

costs amon cooperating districts.. Some formula can be worked out: to

allow for contributions' and obligations of each district. In working

out this formula,, it would be reasonable to keep in mind the coogtribution'

made by the Albuquerque Public Schools in the form of land furnished for

the school.

Food
t&

summo-rcamp.i.ng ,program opeed_hylhe 9c.h.o_oi...iyAtem has, with-- t

the help of surplus commodft-fes-;-bepableto,provide-meals-for-9---11-

year old.youngsters (1966) for about 27 cents per meal. The San Diego

City Schools' Camp Cuyamaca has provided a' family style meal for 12 -

year old youngsters (1965 66) for about 35 cents. For_the type of ..program

recommended in this report, considering the decline in availability of

surplus ommodities, a family style meal for 12 - 13 year did youngsters

'can be e ected to approximate 40 cents. Cost would vary with maturity and
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sex, but if it is possible to avoid a sliding scale, an across the board

price perme01, is recommended.

Cost of Food Preparation

Figured on a ratio of one cook per 40 pupils, acid at a daily pay

rate of $12 per cook, and figuring 13 meals per week resident pupils,

cost of fOod preparation per meal would be approximately 12 cents.

Instruction and Health Service Costs

Teaching, administrative, and nursing salaries plus cost of equip-

Pment and supplies could be combined for putPoSes-oCe4tima-of per pupil

per day,instruction costs. This figure:Iwould again _be-pful in working

-m1E..cooperative arrangements in which staff is-- furnished by

Albuquerque.Pubric Schools for pupils from,other schools.

Lodging Cost Per Pupil

Costs of lodging should include depreciation_and upkeep of fluildings

and grounds, plus utilities.

These costs deed to be estimated on a, petpupil basis-so that it

will be possible to differentiate fairly between pupils 1faiit Albuquerque

Public Schools and those from cooperating diStric.ts. What-cOnstitutes

fair differentiation will depend largely upon the proportion of federal

funding support.

Cooperating schools ar agencies outside the-Albuqmerque Public

Schools district probably will be required to contribute slightly more

than Albtiquerque schools because.' of the large investment_ the Albuquerque

Board of, Education has in the.130 acres of land..
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BUDGET FOR NEEDED PROGRAM SUPPORT

Phase I - Pilot Project With On-site Investigation Activity

Administration
Principal ---- 8 months
Consultants -- (inservice, evaluation, and general

60-days at $100
Travel -- director and consultants
Clerical -- 8 months

Instruction,
Teachers -- 4, 8 months

Transportation_
150 field trips at $20

$8,000

6,000
2,800
2,400

18;000

31000

Operation of Plant
Utilities -- electric, phone, gas 800

Supplies -- paper goods-, cleaning supplies and

equipment 400

Maintenance of Plant
Custodial salary 2,400

Community Servtces
Interpretad,on of program travel and :materials 10300-

Capital Ou.Jay
Equipment only -- weather instruments, laboratory

equipment and supplies, references 4,950

Furniture and fixtures- 2,000

Capital Outlay
Site improvements -- grounds, roads, teaching areas 6,900

---Bultdings7- tolleitsshelters,--investigation-center_
2500 square -fe-tt at $12, ,

30,000

dater sysi:em drrtmg, pump;-stoTageT-piping- -5;440

Total $94,860

Phase II - Pilot Project in Resident Outdoor Education and Continuation

of Phase I

Administration
Principal $12,000

Consul tants (in- service, evaluation, and

--gerierat_50_..datg_at__$_100_ _ -5000
TriVel--- principal and consultants 2,00p

Clerical 3,600

Instruction
Teachers -- 7, eleven months.7,
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Health Services
Nurse
Supplies for clinic

Transportation
Field trips
Resident class trips
Summer and weekends

Operation of Plant
Utilities - - electric, phone, gas

Supplies -- paper goods, cleaning supplies and
equipment

Maintenance of Plant
Custodial salary

Food"Services
Cooks' salaries - (2)

Community Services.
InterpretagOn of Program -travel and materials

6,000
200

3,000
1,200

800

3,000

2,400

3,300

6,000

1,200

Capital Outlay
EqUipment only - dining hall, kitchen, clinic,

dormitories 10,500

Capital Outlay
Buildings - dining hall, dormitories, clinic,

caretaker's ,cottage 9,300 square feet at $12 '111,600

Total $227,800

Phase III - Extension, Refinement\and Stabcation
I

Administration
Principal .$12,500

Consultants (inservice, evalUatiOn) 5,000
Travel. --principal and consultants 2,000
Clerical -- 3,700

InstruCtion
Teaphers 10, eleven months 81,000

/

.(Health Services

Nurse 6,000.

Clinic supplies 300

Transports-t-lon

_Field_ trips
_

. -37;-000

- Resident class trips 2,400

Summer and weekend 800

Operation of Plant
Utilities 3,600

Suppliei 2,800
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MaintenOce of Plant
Custodial salaries one and one-half

Food Services
Cooks' salaries -- 4

Community Services
Interpretatiod of program - travel and materials

Capital Outlay
Equipment only - investigation center, dormitories,

administration center, staff housing

Capital Outlay
Buildings - investigation center, dormitories,

administration center, 10,300 square feet at

$12
Staff housing if desired 9,600 square feet at

$12

Total - (without staff housing)

Total - (with staff housing)

r

4

5,100

12,000

1 "'fin

11,000

123,600

115,200

--$276.000

$391.200

w. 4...0- 4,
4....
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COOPERATTNG AGENCIES

Several-agencies have_been_contacted_in_the_counse_of_planning the

outdoor school. These contacts were made with a two-fold purpose. From

a standpoint of furthering the interests of the outdoor education center,

an attempt was made to assess the potential participation and support

which might be expected from cooperating agencies. From the standpoint

of rendering service to cooperating agencies and exerting influence in
the .improvement of educational opportunities for people outside the
Albuquerque Public Schools, an attempt .,7as made to communicate to these

agencies the objectives and program being sought through the planning
grant and the proposal -for operational grant.

Public Schools

1. Bernalillo Public Schools, Pete Santisteran, Superintendent-

"`2. Bel.en Public Schools, Alfonso Garde, Superintendent

3. Los Lunas Public Schools, Bernard Baca, Superintendent
$4. Mountainair Public Schools, G.G. Williams, Superintendent

5. Estancia Public Schools, Roy Icier, High School Principal

6. Moriarty Public Schools, Jerry Honaker, Elementary Principal

Sessions were held with the named representatives of the above
organizations,for the purpose of interchange of ideas concerning the out-

door education program being planned;( All expressed interest in the

program, and alpo a tentative willingness 'ict have pupils from their

districts participate in such a program of an experimental basis. All

these schools are within a fifty mile radius of the site of the outdoor

education center. Total enrollment in these schools .(1966) was 8,323

students

There were other organizations not directly connected with public

elementary and secondary schoOTIP with which meetings were held.

University_of New Mexico

Chester travelstead, Dean, College of Education, was already some-

)7'hat_informedLin_that he had viewed_ the film. describing the resident

-oUtdoor education program at NOrthe'rn Illinois University, As a- result

*ofour- -d-i-sc:us-s-tonwith__Dr_.____:Travelstead,we_were_referted_to _

Drummond, Chairman of Elementary Education, and Dr. Armond Seidler, Chair-

man of Health, Physical Education and Recreation, for further discussion.

In addition, a conference was held with Mr. John Montgomery and Dr. Ed

Health of the Depaitment of Health, Physical Education and Recreation

All persona of this group expressed a desire to assist the public

schools in any way with the development and operation of the outdoor

education center. Drummond has had some experience with school camp-

ing at George Peabody College for Teachers, Nashville, TengeSsee.:'

Specifically, the outstanding possibilities for cooperatiVe endeavor

between the University of New.Mexico and,the public schools in the outdoor

education program lie in two-areas. It would be an advantagegto both

organizations if details and mechanics of operation could be agr Id upon.
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Having elementary education majors ito 'do observation,supervision.and

student teaching as a part of theirlpre-seivice education" has been don in

other sections of the United States and has4met with unusual success. The

evening activities ordinarily offered in ou &ioor education programs afford

many opportunities for physical-education and recreatton majors to practice

leadership skills which are objectives of their pre-service education. oth

should be considered.

Any attempt to coordinate efforts in ihii manner .could makeCons'ider-

able use of the Handbook for Outdoor 7eacher education, published. -by,;Educational

Bulletin Service, Northerb Illinois UnblersitV,
lv

Educational-Services Center
\1/4.

This orgaiization is a Title ITI'funded cooperative unit consisting

Of-authoillzation from member schools of the New Mexico Cooperative Research

and Study Council; itself an organization sponsored by the University of

New Mexico. A conference was held with Mr. Gene Shepard and Mr. Ed,-Tangman,

representatives.of,Educational Services Center. A tentative request was,

sna,e by these 4epresentatives for Albuquerque Public Schools to invite

participation from schools that are members of New Mexico Cooperative Research

and Study Council. This participation would consist of sending classes for

the" resident outdoor education experience, and also of teacher participation

in workshops for the purpose ,of becoming acqUainted with outdoor education

methods.

This plaxi,bas much to recommend it as a means of nain the otitapor ,

education centpri truly ekemplary. The membership of the ,New' Mexico Coop-

erative Councg is made up of twenty-seven-separate school di'strict's with

a total pupil enrollment of 47,583, including the 8,323 pupils ,mentioned

previously in the section on public schools. 3

U. S. Forest Service
.

Mr. AlanA-linds and Mr. Doug Barton; rangers from,thedItjerds Ranger

Station, accompanied us to the outdoor eduCation site:to explore e-and discuss

_useof-adiac_ent,STibola National Forest property for developing and

extending the outdoor education program. They,indi%Ated i-aiS;ire to co-50-

era te in permitting use of%the forest area, and in furnishing'regource

people to assist in the program whenever possible. The, stipulation was

made that -- any" --proposed physical changes in the forest property ould be

submitted in writing for_ review by Forest Service Officials. It Vas

recommended that any proposal be submitted at least six weeks ahead of

the date of the anticipated change.

Mr, George Worley, an education and information official with the

foiest serviceTTaTilterredwith tiltn-the centra-1--o-ffiee-a=t-Ajbuquerque_

Public-Schools, and supplied us wiih-lnforMatrOnsconderning cooperative

efforts of the forest service and National Audubon Simiety. also

indicated his desire to encodrage.and support. the outdoor'education

center both professionally and personally. 'Mr.- Worley's broad'background

of experience would' be ofNconsiderable value in in-service programs in

conservation education for.teachers.
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4 National Audubon Sociely

A

The National Audubon Society has been the source for considerable

reference material used in the planning of the' outdoor education center.
Materials were furnished for consideration in the areas of both facilities

and program. Public school programs in outdoor education usually are

directed toward elementary and secondary students, while Audubon programs

are-intended to reach all age groups of children and adults. Therefore,

specific sections of Audubon materials had greater relevance than others.

Catholic Office of Education, ArchdiuCese of Santa Fe

Ameeting-was held-with Sister_Maura_in_the Catholic Office of

Education. Sister Maura expressed a,- desire to learn more about the

outdoor education center, She was delivered a copy of the planning

grant proposal to study, as will as copies of evaluation forms sub-

mitted by parents of a fifth gia-di-Ztag-s- which had participated in a

week of outdoor education.,

Two factoli were mentioned by Sister Maura which may affect the

participation qf,Catholic elementary school,pupils in the outdoor program.

These were cost to the pupil and the fact thaE--elementary classes in the

Catholic .elementary schools, will be about forty in number.
This difference'

in number per class will have some effect upon the organization of the

experience for ithese youngsters because it will raise the teacher-pupil

ratio or else zecipire that more,special teachers be assigned when

parochial schoglipupils attend the outdoor school.

It appears., that if these two limiting factors scan be,dealt with

satisfactorily; the parochial schools can_be,expected to participate in

the outdoor education programs.

Agricultural Extension Service

Mr. E. H.14411a&of ;the Bernalillo County Argicultural Extension

office reported 1.100 young people between ages 10 and 20 enrolled in

4-H Clubs within Bernalillo County. At present, no camping or outdoor

education ,activities are carried on `by the 4-H Club program,within the

county. While lexposirig 4-H:Club members to outdoor education program

may constitute sOme,d4plicaFion of school'effort, this duplication is

not likely to ire .great. The 4-H Club groups should be considered

potential for sylimer 'or weekend programs at the outdoor education center.

D. W. FallsjTILLv.

A meeting was held with Mr. Falls to explore the possibility of

using the road leading through property being .developed by Mx. Falls

and associates. This road is the only access to the area where the

amphitheater is being planned. According to Mr. Falls, when the road

Is constructed,,it will become a county road,_ in which case itWould be'

open to public use. -14e sees no difficulty as far: as the schools use of

the road to gain access to the area is concerned.
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Consultant Services

Three persons in addition6 the director of'the planning project
were' used on a consultant basis: These four persons brought a wealth of_
ekperience and formal education to the project. It is hoped that by
using great variety of 'background experiences:, the final outcome of. all
planning effort, will be a higher quality educational program for the
pupils ofIlbuqUerque and also of the entire ,State of New Mexico.

. Personnel assisting with the planning and their qualifications are

as follows:

----____Charles Renfro, Albuquerque Public'Schools ,

M.A., University of New ,4-

Coordinator. of,Health-T7Phys-ital Edu-catiorcand-R-ecreation-

Initiated public school - summer camping and

for past fifteen years:

PaulClaussen Local Council Scout Executive,
AMerica, Tucson, Arizona

' ,South DakotOtate Graduate
President of AmeriCan Camping Association,

Morrts Wiener, Northern Illinois University
D., Michigan State University

.Outdoor edugation experiences in:
Tyler, Texas
Peabody College for. Teachers,Nashvilie,.Tennessee
Northern:Illinois University, Dekalb, Illinois

supervised it

Boys Scouts of

Coronado District

Lloyd Cockrell, San Diego State College \
Ed. D., :University, of New Mexico\
Planning project director
Formerly with Department of Outdoor Teacher Education
Northern Illinois UniAtersity, Dekalb, Illinois

v V
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Fi;ALliAPioN

From a careful examinittion of the preceeding sections of this repor

it becomes evident that_oudoor teaching, andlearning cannot be eqUated

with ciassroOm programs and procedure. Although there are obvious

similarities in overall goals, there xist essential differences in
.

intent or yurpose,'the nature of expe,iences, and;, the time involved. ;It'

follows then that evaluation of an outdoor education program must foeus

upon those elements of education for which the objectiVes'of the program,

were establithed.
,%

,

*Short term, intensive programs such as field -trips and five day

resident i6xperiencs--:at the-Outdoor-center-cannot-be-assessed-with-the
same criteria and- instruments that are used to measure academicachieve-

ment over a whole school year. The impact of outdoor education mubt

'point"to a broader range of-more basic components of hutan behavior thanbehavior

just partirular,aspects of intellectual development, .

What seems to be,significant in the outdoor experience is the degree

Of involvement that occurs in gaining personal meaning - affecting the

learner's feelifigs, emotional -response, as well as conceptUal,development.

"Knowing rea4ty rather than 122Am about reality" as a basis for res-

ponding to lgepreflectS-4 value orl.entationthat Underlies the outdoor

education thefts. It is this'reationale that serves as a hypothetical'

founda.tion upgrii,which to build a program of evaluation. Therefore, it

is suggested th4t the follipwing items be considered in developing specific

evaluative criteria and_instruments

I. A theoretical frame of reference should be identified that

reflects.a,perceptual,orientation tdlearning and behavior. This,

would reflect a concern for evaluating how, reality appears to the

individual... his perception of self, others, and the environment.

Thus, openiess to experience, a provocative learning climate, and

positive self regard,would be valued in'the outdoor learning

situation..

2. Judgpients concerning progress, strengths and weaknesses, and

validationjof the hypothetical basis should be made from .a critical

analysis of information gathered using a variety of appropriate*

instruments and proCedures. This information should be weighed

against a carefully developed list of criteria reflecting,the

related needs of the community.

3. Means of gathering, information for determining effectiveness

might include 1) structured. interviews, 2) interests inventories

3) narrative accounts, including both teacher and pupil logs; 4)

attitude scales,'5) projective (open-ended) devides, 6) subjective

reports and anecdotal records, 7) oral conrerences,8) community

opinion surveys, and 9) expert opinion.
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4. Althouercompre enstveness should be one,criteriat of the

evaluation scheme, caution should be taken in not letting this

become the end rather\than the means. All involved in the

program of outdoor .education should, he a part of thelevalUation,

including students, to chers, administrators and parentst,- as

well 'as other members f the lay public. However, as with any

innovation, time must e allowed for changes in roles of both

the teacher and the le rners. Too much .emphasis upon formal

evaluation may become tiflihg.- Opportunity mu be` provided

for expected initial f mbling, mistake's, and readjustments.

5. Assistance in deve oping and carrying out the evaluation

progranushould_be_..soug t both_from within the school system

and from others engaged in similar programs throughout the

country. And conversel information should be disseminated

to those seeking insight into evaluative proctdures for out-

door education.
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Related Proarams

CONCLUDING STATEMENT

Some discussion should he included concerning,the present camping
program carried on during summers by the Albuquerque. Public SChdols and .

to the expanding 'outdoor educ4ion programs in the future.
The-expanalon of- summer programs should-bedependent-upon-quality, cost;---
and demand for theexperience.' Quality and cost of the four-day camp. , -

during the past summer were very favorable. The quality of the camp was
as high as could possibly be expeeted, including such activities as,
visiting the fish hatchery, fishing in .the river, hiking, nature ptudy,
astronomy, crafts, dramatics, etc. Ideally, perhaps'some inaservice
education and evaluation by involved staff would produce some change for
the better, but ,ttie program is good as it has been operated.

The cost of the camp has been 410 fo'r four days, including trans
portation, meals and instruction. Meals were adequate, balanced, and /

well prepared. The atmosphere and spirit among all personnel involved \\
appeared to be desirable, It would be difficult to provide a more.,
worthwhile experience for the same cost.

The-cost-to the-puillc schools for the--summer camping-program is
minimal. Various support, such as furnishing the activity bus, furnishing
storage for equipment, and furnishing administrative and,secretarial:
service from the central office, are apparently the' only actual costs of
the camp not ,paid by-fees, other than the new kitchen and shelter building
added this year.

For the sake of efficiency, there are some items which would be
very'helpful to the summer camp. These.inelude:

I. Boxing-in the spring
2. Piping water to the kitchen
3, Installing water heater in'kitchen
4. Installing sink in kitchen
5. Increasing refrigerator capacity

1.^

6. Installing liquid petroleum gas lights

Wilether,all of these improvements would be advisable would depend
largely upon the volume of campers' attending. Tentative count would
indicate considerable potential'in the city beyond, the number presently
att-:..ding . Of the 70,000 pupils' enrolled in puplic, schools alone,
approximately one third should fall within the 9 - 12 2flage range. Of
this number, if each child attended once between the ages of 9 - 12, the,
attendance would be 6,000 per year. Present camping enrollment figures
indicated that only about one child in ten from the potential is attending
the,school summer camping program. It is doubiful.if this figure reflects'
the 'quality of the program or even the ability of parents to pay the coat.

0
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Increased publicity should increase the demand. ,If the attendance 'can be
increased, it may. be visable'to look to the future and attempt to acquire

---additionalland-torepl-sc -thee- present- site -at -the-- expiration of the.lease.

4-

The Sandia Mountain site of the .proposed outdoor education,ceiter
could be-used to iupplement the Jemez Mountain site,, but, would necessarily
provide a different set of experiences, at least in pare, because of the
diyf ring resources.

Final

As time for completion of this. report drew- near, developments were
still progrescing and it became evident that all implications oflate
developments could not be included. To do so would require-continuous..
reconsideration and rewriting of certain aspects of the report.

An attempt has been, made to weigh all possible circumstances, as
well as to take-advantage-of-couniel4rom-a-variety-of-experience_back-
grounds. It in-felt that the program suggested in the report, while
peihaps somewhat 'short of Weal, if placed 'in operation, can make an
outstanding contribution to the'Albuquerque' Public Schools and to
education, in New Mexico.
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